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P R ii F A G ii 
Recurrence r e l a t i o n s have been studied with the pr inc ipa l 
aim of reducing the number of independent ca l cu la t ions required 
for the evaluat ion of moments. These r e l a t i o n s have been 
extensively used in character iz ing the d i s t r i b u t i o n s and others 
i n f e r e n t i a l problems. 
In t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n an attmpt has been made to present 
the ava i lab le upto date r e s u l t s on recurrence r e l a t i o n s i n 
moments of Order S t a t i s t i c s for some specif ic d i s t r i b u t i o n s in 
i t s simplest form. The whole d i s s e r t a t i o n has been divided in to 
four chapters , 
Ghapter-I deals with the basic concepts needed in t h e 
subsequent chapters . 
In Chapter - I I , single moments recurrence r e l a t i o n s of 
Order S t a t i s t i c s have been studied for truncated and non-
t runcated Weibull, exponent ial , Pareto, power function, Burr, 
Gauchy, Logis t ic , i o g - l o g i s t i c , gamma and beta d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
Ghapter- I I I conta ins product moments for the d i s t r i bu t i ons 
mentioned above alongwith some other r e l a t ed r e s u l t s . 
( I I ) 
Chapter-IV dea l s with the deduction of single moments 
from product moments discussed in Chapter- I I and I I I , Further 
s ingle moments for a general c l a s s of d i s t r ibuo ions i s given 
which contains many well known d i s t r i b u t i o n s as i t s p a r t i c u l a r 
case . 
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CHAPrER-I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 O r d e r _ S t a t i s t i e s : I f the random v a r i a b l e s i-^t ^2***'*'^n 
a r e a r ranged in ascending order of magnitude 
i ; n - 2',n - n tn 
Then X , i s c a l l e d t h e n th Order S t a t i s t i c ^ The two terms 
r . n 
X^.^ = min U-^f X 2 , . . , , X ^ ) and X^.^ = max(Xj^, X 2 , . . . , X ^ ) are 
c a l l e d ex t r emes . 
The subjec t of Order S t a t i s t i c s d e a l s wi th the p r o p e r t i e s 
and a p p l i c a t i o n s of these ordered random v a r i a b l e s and of 
f u n c t i o n s involv ing them (David , 1981) , I t i s d i f f e r e n t from 
the rank Order S t a t i s t i c i n which the order of t he va lue of 
obse rva t ion r a t h e r than i t s magnitude i s cons ide r ed . 
I t p l a y s an impor tan t r o l e bo th in model bu i ld ing and i n 
s t a t i s t i c a l i n f e r e n c e . 
For example t Extreme ( l a r g e s t , s m a l l e s t ) v a l u e s a re important 
i n oceanography (waves and t i d e s ) , m a t e r i a l s t r e n g t h ( .strength 
of a cha in depends on t h e weakest l i n k ) and meterology 
( 2 ) 
(extremes of temperature pressure e t c . ) . 
Order Sta t i s t ics have immense application in Life testing 
and re l i ab i l i t y problems. If n similar items are simultaneously 
placed on life t e s t , the l i fe of the f i r s t item to fa i l i s f i r s t 
order s t a t i s t i c s l i fe of the second item to fa i l i s second order 
s t a t i s t i c s and so on. Often the experimenter may wish to terminate 
the l i fe when only m( < n) fai lures have occured to save the 
resources and time. In t h i s case we have only the f i r s t m ordered 
s t a t i s t i c s on the ba^is of which we have to make inferences. 
In s t a t i s t i c a l inference X , " \» (range) i s widely 
used to estimate the standard deviation l,David, 1981), 
It i s also used in o u t l i e r ' s detection (Barnett, 1988), 
For further applications, one may refer to Malik et a l , ( l988) , 
Barter (1988), Gumbel (1958) and Galambos (1978). 
^•2 5iStribution_of_0rder_Statistics : 
(a) Continuous_£0£ulation ; let Xj^ , X^ , , , , , X be a 
random sample of size n from a continuous probability density 
function (pdf) f(x) and distr ibut ion function (df) F(x), The 
C 3 ) 
pdf of X . ( 1 < r < n ) , the r t h Order S t a t i s t i c , i s given 
by 
f^.^(x) = C^.^C F ( x ) f " £ l-]?(x) ]"''' f (x) 
- «» < X < «> . . . ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) 
where 
nl -1 
C = - - = [ B ( r , n - r n ) ] 
^•^ ( r - l ) i U-r) l 
r ( n + l ) 
r ( r ) r ( n - r + l ) 
. . . ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) 
and df i s 
n n i n - i 
L { ) [F(x)l [ l - F ( x ) ] . . . ( 1 . 2 . 3 ) 
i=r 
F(x) r - 1 n-r 
C_._ / t ( 1 - t ) dt . . . ( 1 . 2 . 4 ) 
where CI.2.4) i s incomplete beta function for x continuous, 
(1 ,2 ,1) can be obtained from (1,2,4) by d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g w . r . t , x, 
In p a r t i c u l a r . 
( 4 ) 
n 
Fj^.^(x) = 1 - ( l - f ( x ) ) . . . ( 1 . 2 . 5 ) 
and 
n 
FQ.^CX) = (F (x ) ) . . . U . 2 . 6 ) 
The Joint p .d . f . of X^.^ and X^,^ ( l < r < s < n) i s given by 
^r , s :n^^»^>= Cr,B:nl^^^>l' '"^ 1^^^^ -P(x) j " ' " ^ . 
n - s 
. | l - f ( , y ; | f tx) f (y) . . . ( 1 . 2 . 7 ) 
< X < y < « 
where 
n 
^r s-n " " l / B ( r , s - r , n - s r i ; 
( r - l ) l ( s - r -D l (n-s)! . . . ( 1 . 2 . 8 ) 
n j n| i j - i 
= £ z 1 [ P(x)] [P(y)-?(x)] 
=^^  ^-^^iiCd-DUn-j)! 
[ l -F (y ) ] . . . ( 1 . 2 . 9 ) 
(b) Por_a_discrete Regulation 
Let fj..^(x) = f (^ j . . ^ = x ) be the pdf of X^.^ then, 
P(X^.^=x) =P(X^.^ < x).P(X^.^ < x)= PCX^.^I ^ ) -^ (^^ :n < ^-1) 
= ^p.^^x) - ^r'n^"^"""-^ . . . ( 1 . 2 . 1 0 ) 
( 5 ) 
Or, from (1.2,4), 
^(^) r-l n-r 
t 
P(x-l) 
where I'^ 'n^ ^^  ^® given by (1.2,3) and (1,2.4-), ^p.^^^) ° ^ 
be computed either by using the incomplete beta function table 
or binomial sums table. 
fj,.n(x) = C .^fl / t ( l - t ) dt . . . (1 .2 .11) 
Ihe joint pdf of X . and -t , For(l < r < s < n) 
and X < y , 
^r,B-J^-^>' ^ r . s ' ^ ' y ^ - ^ r . s ' ^ - l - y) 
- F^ Jx,y-1)+ F „ (x- l ,y - l ) . . . (1.2.12)-
or 
^r,s:n^^»y> = ° r , s :n ^ , { '' ' ' ^^-^>' "" (l-v)''""dvdw 
. . . (1 .2 .13) 
where, F(x-l) < w < FU) , F(y-l) < v < ^ y ) . 
1.3 Censoring_and_Truncation : 
^ * "^I'n - ^2*n - ••• - ^n*n ®^ *^ ® Order S ta t i s t i cs 
from a population having d.f, i'(x). It may happen that we record 
f i r s t r or the last r observations corresponding to these 
( 6 ) 
order s t a t i s t i c s . This i s ca l l ed censoring. For example, mppose 
m bulbs are put on t e s t and t h e i r f a i l u r e times are recorded. 
Because of time and cost f a c t o r s , we may not l ike to record 
the fa i lu re time of a l l bulbs and instead observe f i r s t r 
f a i l u r e time of bu lbs . Also i t may be possible tha t we s t a r t ed 
recording t h e i r f a i lu re time a f te r r f a i l u r e s , This i s different 
from t runca t ion , where the population r a the r than the sample i s 
cu r t a i l ed and the number of los t observations i s unknown. 
If we represent the t runcat ion point by Q, and P. at 
l e f t and r igh t r e spec t ive ly , then in case of doubly t runcat ion 
the pdf i s given as 
f (x) 
, Qj^  < X < Pj^  . . . ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) 
P - Q 
where, 
S f ( x ) d x = Q . . . ( 1 . 5 . 2 ) 
_ oo 
and 
/ ^ f (x) dx = P . . . ( 1 . 3 . 3 ) 
and Q and (1-P) are reepect ively the por t ion of t runcat ion 
( 7 ) 
on the l e f t and r i g h t of the d i s t r i b u t i o n , P and Q are assumed 
to be known ( Q < P) and Q, and P^ ^ are functions of Q and P, 
Di st r ibut^o n_of __t runcat e d_order __ s t a t i s t i e s 
(a) Left t runcat ion^at x 
Let Q = F(x), P = 1 , then the truncated d i s t r i b u t i o n 
has pdf 
f ( t ) 
^ X < t < «» 
I - F(x) 
and the pdf of iL . = Y, in t h i s case , wi l l be 
r , n 
F(y) - n x ) ^^-^^ l-F^y) ^^-^^ f (y ) 
^r:n f 1 C 1 
1-F(x> l-F(x) 1-PCx) 
. . . ( 1 . 3 . 4 ) 
(b) Right t runcat ion at y 
Similar ly , at Q = o, P = F(y), then the truncated 
f ( t ) d i s t r i b u t i o n has pdf — 1 - i - , - «> < t < y and the pdf of 
X . = X wi l l be Tin 
f(x) ^"^ F(y) - F U ) '^'^ f (x) 
^-:nC;r:T3 f — ~ - ] ~ T ...(1.3.5) 
F(y) ""•"• F ( y ) ' * ,^. X ' F ( y ) 
^ 8 ) 
1,4 Conditional Dis t r ibut ion of^Order S t a t i s t i c s 
The condit ional pdf of ^„.„ given •^.„= x. for 
X < y i s denoted as 
^ r , s : n <*'y> 
f I ^y) = 
^ s ' n ' X . =x f . U ) 
* r i n r l n ' 
From (1.2.7) and ( 1 . 2 , 1 ) , we have 
F(y)-F(x) s - r -1 
h I ^y) -= ^ s - r - n - r ^ 7':" ^ 
1-FCy) ^-« f (y) [ 1 . . . a . 4 . 1 ) 
l -P(x) 1-FU) 
Thus for a random sample of size n, the condit ional d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of X . given •^„.- = x (s > r ) i s the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the 
s.n r , n 
( s - r ) t h Order S t a t i s t i c s i n a sample of (n - r ) drawn from 
I f (y) I l -P(x) I, (y > x) i . e . from the parent d i s t r i bu t i on 
t runcated on the le f t a t x (as given in ( 1 . 3 , 4 ) ) . 
Similar ly , the condit ional pdf of X . given X , = y 
r »xi s•Xi 
i s denoted as 
^ r , s : n <- '^) 
f I ( X ) = 
^ r t n ' x = y f (v) 
( 9 ) 
P(x) r~ l P(y) - F(x) ^"^'^ f (x ) 
^r:a-i t ;^;) - 1 C - - - - - I -;^;y 
. . . U . 4 . 2 ) 
i . e . jCoiF a continuous parent , the condit ional d i s t r i bu t i on of 
X , given X , = y , (s > r ) i s the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the 
r «n s . n 
r t h Order S t a t i s t i c s in a sample of size s-1 drawn from 
| f (x) / P(y) I (x < y) a s explained in ( 1 . 3 . 5 ) . 
Thus condit ional d i s t r i b u t i o n s are e s sen t i a l l y p a r t i c u l a r 
cases of t runcated d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
•'- • 5 S|n£le_and _Product _ Mgrne nt s_o f _ Qrder_Stat^st 
U ) 
il«t a . be the kth moment of the r t h order s t a t i s t i c s 
(d,k) 
^^^ ^-^ 'n ®^ ^^^ product moment of the j t h power of the r t h r ) s. n 
order s t a t i s t i c s and kth power of the eth order s t a t i s t i c s . That 
i s 
U ) k " k 
a = E ( X ) = / X f^ .„(x) dx, 1 < r < n 
r : n r : n -~ ^ ' ^ 
k r - 1 n-^ 
= C^-n ^ ^ [^^^)I [1 -Kx) ] f(x) dx 
. . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) 
and 
( 10 ) 
oo 
a = £ ( X X ) = J J X. y f u , y ) d y d x , 
r , s ; n r : n s ;n - » x r , s . n 
oo oo ;j k r - 1 s - r - 1 
= ^T,B:ni„ / X y [Fix)] [FCy) -PU) l 
n - s 
. [1-P(y) j f ( x ) f ( y ) d y d x 
- ~ < x < y < « > , l < r < s < n . . . ( 1 . 5 . 2 ) 
We w i l l use the fol lowing conven t ions i n the subsequent c h a p t e r s . 
(o) 
a = 1 , . . . ( 1 . 5 . 3 ) 
r : n 
(1) 
a = a . . . . ( 1 . 5 . 4 ) 
Tin ^ ' ^ 
In case of t r u n c a t e d d i s t r i b u t i o n s , we have 
(ic) , 
a = Q, i f n > o . . . ( 1 . 5 . 5 ) 
o:n ^ 
k = 1 , 2 , . . . 
(k ) k 
a = ^1 , n > 1 . . . ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) 
n : n - l ^ 
( 3 , k ) 3 k j-^k ( j+k) 
a = ECX X ) = E (X )= a . . . ( 1 . 5 . 7 ) 
r , r : n •^•" r : n r l n r t n 
(d ,o) 3 0 i ( j ) 
a = EC X V n ^ = ^ ( ^ ^ = « . . . ( 1 . 5 . 8 ) 
r , s : n r i n "• r : n r : n 
( 1 1 ) 
( o , k ) o k k (k) 
a = E( X X ) = E U ) = a . . . ( 1 . 5 . 9 ) 
r , s : n rln s t n s*.n s t n 
( j , k ) i k k U ) 
n - l , n : n - l n - i : n - l n : n - l ^ ""•^•" . . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 0 ) 
Some r e l a t i o n s of f requent use are l i s t e d below. 
(k) (k) (k) 
(1) ( n - r ) a + r a = n a . . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 1 ) 
r : n r + i : n r t n - l 
For proof r e f e r t o David (1981) . 
(k ) (k ) n-1 Pj^  j^ _3_ ^_^ n - r+1 
(2) OL - a = ( ) k / X |P(x) i | l - F ( x ) | 
^"^^ r : n r - l : n - l r - 1 Q^ 
dx . . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 2 ) 
Por proof one may r e f e r t o Khan et a l , (1983a) , 
(k) (k) n -1 ^1 k -1 r n - r 
(3) a - a = - (_ i ) k J x | F ( x ) | | l - P ( x ) | dx 
r : n r : n - l ^ ^ Q^^ 
. . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 3 ) 
Proof i s s i m i l a r t o ( 1 , 5 . 1 2 ) . 
(k) (k) '^ h k - 1 ^-^ ^ - ^ ^ 
(4) a - a = ( ) k / X {Fix.)[ l i - P ( x ) l dx 
r : n r - l : n r - l Q, 
^ . . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 4 ) 
Proof i s similar to (1 .5 .12 ) . 
(5) a - a 
r , s : n r , s - i : n 
r , & : n 1 1 3 K-1 
k / / X y [P(x)] 
s-r-1 ^ - ^ ^ 
- « ) < x < y < « ' , l < r < s < n 
( 12 ) 
(n-s+1) % * 
[iVy) - ?(x)] [ l -P(y) ] f (x) dy dx . . . ( 1 . 5 . 1 5 ) 
CHAPTSR-II 
SI|CLE__MOMfcNES_0|_^mR_ffl^I^ICS 
A survey a r t i c l e on moment s of order s t a t i s t i c s was 
given by Malik e t a l . ( 1988 ) . However, we feel that the authors 
seem to be biased because they have not included the r e s u l t s 
which unify the previous r e s u l t s . Instead of simple approach 
advocated by Khan et a l , (1983a), they have discussed the 
r e s u l t s obtained by Balakrishnan et a l , through complicated 
i n t e g r a t i o n . 
In t h i s chapter , we have discussed unified approach to 
obtain the r e s u l t s of p a r t i c u l a r l y those d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n which 
1-P(xj can be expressed a s g(x)f (x) , where g(x) i s a function 
of X, Resul ts for populat ions whose df does not have a closed 
not 
form are/neat and clean. For example normal d i s t r i b u t i o n , the 
r e s u l t s given in David (1981j and Thomas ( 1991 a ) 
are complicated, therefore we wi l l not produce them here , 
2.1 Moments_of_^Qrder_Statisties from Doubly_truncated Weibull 
and Exponential Dis t r ibu t ions 
The recurrence r e l a t i o n s for the moments of Order S ta t i s t i c s -
( 14 ) 
from Weibull suid exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n s have been studied 
by many authors ; Leblein (1955) gave exact and e x p l i c i t 
expression for moments of Order S t a t i s t i c s for Weibull 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . Joshi (1978,79) obtained recurrence r e l a t i o n s 
in case of truncated and non-truncated exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
Khan e t al , (1985a) gave a unified approach in which one r ea l ly 
does not need complicated in t eg ra t ion to get the r e l a t i o n s for 
Weibull as well as exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
The means and variances of exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n have 
been a lso tabulated by Balakrieiinan (1980) and Khan et a l . (1983a), 
For r e l a t ed references one may consult to Balakrishnaui 
(1980), Parvez (1982), Khan (1984) and Balakrishnan et a l , ( l 9 8 8 ) 
The pdf of Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
f(x) = - 5 r - e , x > o , p , 9 > o . . . ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) 
The pdf of the Doubly truncated Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
given by 
p x^-^ e-^^/^ 
f (x) = Q, < X < P, , ,p > 0 
^^-«> . . . ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) 
( 15 ) 
where oj = - log ( l - Q ) , i f = - log (1-P) 
Let 
l-Q 1-P 
n s aad Pp = 
^ P-Q ^ P-Q 
such tha t ^ *" -^ 2 ~ ^ 
then 
e 
P(x) = Q2 -





l - P ( x ) « - Pg + 5 ^ X * f U ) . . . ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) 
Theorem 2 , 1 . 1 , For a doubly t r u n c a t e d Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
(k) (k) U ) k<r (k -p ) 
a = 0 2 ^ - P p t t + a 
r : n r - i : n - l r j n - l np r : n , l < r < n 
. . . C 2 . 1 . 4 ) 
(k) k 
wi th t h e convent ion a ~ '^•\ 
Ola. 
(k ) J. 
a = Pf if r > n-1 
r i n - l *• 
^ o o f . (Khan e t a l . 1983a) 
In view of the r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 5 . 1 2 ) and ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) 
( 1 6 ) 
(k) (k) 
a - a 
r : n r - l l n - l 
n . l ^1 k-1 ^ -^ 
= ( ) k / X F(x) l-.F(x) 
r - 1 Qj^  
__ I -p 
l-Pp + ^— X f U ) I dx 
P 
n-L P k-1 ^"^ ^"^ 
= -P^ ( ) k / ^ X ! P U ) l i l - i ' ( x ) | dx 
^ r - 1 Qj_ 
ko- ^1 k-p r - 1 n - r 
+ 0 . f X | P ( x ) | j l - F ( x ) j f<x)dx 
np ^ - ^ Qj^  
That i s from ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) , we have 
(k ) (k ) n - 1 ( k ) (k ) 
a - a = " - ^ 2 ^°^ " * ' 
r : n r - 1 : n - 1 n - r r l n - l r - i : n - 2 
ksr (k -p ) 
+ — a 
np r : n 
using the recurrence relation (1.5.11) 
(k) (k) tk) 
r a = n a - (n-r) a 
r-»-i:n r:n-l rtn 
we get t h e r e s u l t (2 .1 .4- ) . 
( 17 ) 
Corollary : In view of ( 2 .1 .4 ) , (1 .5 .5 ) aM (1 .5 .6 ) , 
we have 
(k) (k) (k) k ( k - p ) 
a i : n "^  ^ '^ ^-^^ ' np i : n 
. . . ( 2 . 1 . 5 ) 
(k) k k tar (k-p) 
a = Q^  Q - P P, + a . . . ( 2 . 1 . 6 ) 
i : i '^ ^ '^ ^ p i : i 
(k) U ) k kq- (k-p) 
a = Op a - P P + — a . . . ( 2 . 1 . 7 ) 
n:n n - i ; n - l np ntn 
The r e s u l t given by Joshi (1979a) for doubly truncated 
exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n i s obtained by se t t ing p = 1, <r=l 
in ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) . 
1 - X 
That i s fo r , f U ) = « 
(P-Q) 
we have 
(k) (k) (k) k (k -1 ) 
a = Q p a - P p t t + - a ^ . N 
r : n '^  r - i : n - l '^ r l n - l n r i n . 
- ^ a - a . l < r < n 
. . . ( 2 . 1 . 8 J 
Also, the r e s u l t s of Joshi (1978), for non-truncated 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
exponent ia l /are obtained for p = l ,c r= 1 and P = 1, Q = o 
( 18 ) 
i n view of ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) , ( 2 . 1 . 5 ) , (2.1.6) and ( 2 . 1 , 7 ) , i . e . for 
-X 
f (x) = e , we have 
(k) (k) k (k»l) 
a = a + a , 1 < r < n . . . ( 2 . 1 . 9 ) 
Tin r - i : n - l n r ; n 
In p a r t i c u l a r . 
. . . ( 2 . 1 . 1 0 ) 
. . . ( 2 . 1 . 1 1 ) 
(k) (k) k (k-1) 
a = a -^  a . . . ( 2 . 1 . 1 1 ) 
n:n n - i : n - l n ain 
This r e su l t was a lso obtained by iQian and Khan (1983). 
(k-p) 
In (2 .1 ,4) we note that i f k < p , then a gives 
Tin. 
inverse moments for which the r e su l t i s given i n Theorem (2 .1 .1) 
i s no more va l id . Following theorem i s valid for k < p as well 
as for k > p . 
u) 
a = 






i : i 
k (k-1) 
a 
n l :n 
( 19 ) 
Before ob t a in ing the main r e s u l t we w i l l proof some 
lemma. 
Lemma ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) *. 
Jir „ ( » - r + l » r - l ) = 2 (-1) ( ) J ^ ( n - i - H , o ) 
^»P i = i i - 1 ^»P 
oo b a . . • v 2 , l 4 A p > 
where J^^p(a ,b )= / x ••^[F(x)] [ l - P ( x ) ] dx . . . ( 2 . 1 . U ) 
Proof ; For any a r b i t r a r y con t inuous d i s t r i b u t i o n 
<» k -1 r - 1 n - r+1 
J^ _ ( n - r + l , r - l ) = / x [F^x)} [ l - P ( x ) ] dx 
~ r - l r - i - 1 r - l k - l r - i - 1 n-r+1 
= / 2 (-1) ( , ) ^ [ l -F (x ) ] ' 1 -F (x ) dx 
0 i=o i 
r r - i r - l «> k - l n - i + 1 
= 2 ( -1) ( ) / X [ i -FCx) ] dx 
i = l i - 1 0 
J ( n - r + l , r - l ) = 2 ( -1 ) (. , ) J, ^ ( n - i + 1 , o ) 
lemma <2 .1 ,2 ) : For d o u b l y - t r u n c a t e d Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n 
1 a -1 i a i - k / p 
J ( a , o ) = £ ( -1) (^) (1-P) ( a - i ) 
p (P-Q)^ ^"° P k 
pa [ I ^ a - i ) P^ , - ) -
I ( ( a - i ) Q., - j j + C - l ) ^ ( i ^ -Q? ) , a > l . . . C 2 . 1 . 1 5 ) 
( 20 ) 
1 k k 
J*.o,o) = (Pj^  - Qj^  ), a = 0 , 
^ t-1 -y 
where, I(x,t) = / y e dy is incomplete gamma function 
° ...(2.1.16) 
jftroof : We have 
' k-1 
J ( a , o ) = / ^ X [ l - F ( x ) ] dx 
Ql 
e - d - P ) 
Noting t h a t l - ? ( x ) = and expanding t h e 
(P-Q) 
term i n s i d e t h e i n t e g r a l , we ge t 
1 a i a i -^ 1 k-1 - ( a - i ) x ^ / . 
J ( a , o ) = - 2 ( -1) ( . ) (1-P) / X e / ^ d x 
1 a-1 i a I P , k - l - ( a - i ) x ^ 
= Z (-1) ( ) U - P ) / ^ X e dj 




a a ^1 k-1 
+ ( -1) ( l - P ) / X dx . . . ( 2 . 1 . 1 7 ) 
\ k - 1 - ( a - i ) x P 1 ^ ^ - ^ > ^ k / - 1 - t 
/ X e dx = ( / t e d t 
h p(a-i)^/P ° 
(a-i)QP k/ -1 - t 
- / "• t ^ e dt) . . (2.1.18) 
0 
( 21 ) 
I h u s i n view of ( 2 . 1 . 1 6 ) , ( 2 . 1 . 1 7 ) and (2 .1 .18 ) we get the 
r e s u l t . 
Theorem ( 2 , 1 . 2 ) . i'or a non - t runca t ed l i e i b u l l d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(k-p) r r - 1 
a = C^.^ p / ^ L (, , ) J,, „ ( a - i + l , o ) . . . ( 2 . 1 . 1 9 ) 
^ •^ i = l i - ^ ^»^ 
where Jj^.,?^^*^^ ^ ^ ^r ' .n ^ ® ^^ °i^®^ i " ( 2 . 1 . 1 4 ) arxd ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) 
i t o o f : jOian (1984) 
Note tha t for Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n 
p P-1 
f ( x ) = - r - X [ 1 - P ( x ) ] 
we have 
(k -p) " k-p r - 1 n-T 
" . " ^r.-n ^ "^ i^U)] [ I - i ' ( x ) ] f (x)dx 
r : n 
p ~ k-1 r - 1 n - r+1 
= ^ r : n — -^  "^ [^^^>1 U - P ( x ) i dx 
ffrom ( 2 . 1 . 1 5 ) , we have 
(k-p) r r - 1 
a = G^. p/o- Z ( ) J ( a - i + l , o ) 
r : n ^ ' ^ i = l i - 1 ^»^ 
Note t h a t 
( 22 ) 
«> k-1 -ax^/ar 
J, _,(o,o) = / X e dx 
^»P 0 
1 ^ V P 
= ( 51 . ) r ( i c / ) . . . ( 2 . 1 . 2 0 ) 
p a ^ 
T h e r e f o r e , ( 2 . 1 . 1 9 ) and (2.1,2Cj can be used to o b t a i n moments 
of any o rder f o r a l l r , 1 £ r < n . 
Theorem ( 2 . 1 , 5 ) * ^or doubly t r u n c a t e d Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(k-p) 
a = p C [ J ( n - r + l , r - l ) + i^^Jin-VyT-D] . . . ( 2 . 1 . 2 1 ) 
r t n 
^ o o f •. 
(k-p) 1 k-p r - l n - r 
a = G / X [F(x) ] [ l - P ( x ) l f (x)dx 
r : n ^ ' ^ Qj_ 
For doub ly - t runca t ed Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n 
1-9 [ 1-P(x) ] == - P^ •»• -a^- X f ( x ) 
P 
P-1 
or f ( x ) = p X [ 1-F(x) + P^ ] . . . ( 2 . 1 . 2 2 ) 
In view of ( 2 . 1 , 2 2 ) , we get 
( k - p ) -^ 1 k - 1 r - l n-r-^1 
a = P G- 'n t -^  ^ f ? ( x ) ] r i -F(x) ] dx 
r:n ^ - ^ Qj^ •• 
.-^1 k - - l ^ - ^ ^ " ^ 
+ P / 1 x^ ^ p ( x ) j [ l - F ( x ) ] dx 1 
< 23 ) 
and hence the r e s u l t . 
Thus, s t a r t ing from J (o ,o ) and J ( a , o ) as contained in 
Lemma (2.1.2) one can obtain J(,a,h) from r e l a t i o n (2, 1J5 ; , 
^ d once J ( a , b ) i s known, i t i s an easy matter to evaluate 
(ic-p) 
a , for k > p and k < p . 
r i n ^ ^ 
It may here be noted that for non-truncated d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(P = 1, Q = o) 
(k-p) 
a = P C^.„ J ( n - r + l , r -1 ) 
r : n ^ ' ^ 
a r e l a t i o n es tab l i shed by iQian et a l . (1985c). 
2,2 ^5e2ls_of_Order Statist_ics_from ^ubl^_Truncated Pareto 
Dis t r ibut ion 
I>ownton (1954), Malik (1966>, Kabe (1972) and Huang U975>l 
have obtained recurrence r e l a t i o n s for Pareto d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982) have obtained recurrence 
r e l a t i o n for Pareto d i s t r i bu t i on in case of non-truncation 
as we l l . 
( 24 ) 
P a r t i c u l a r l y i n case of double t r u n c a t i o n Khan e t a l , 
(1985a) have der ived r ecu r rence r e l a t i o n fo r Pa re to d i s t r i b u t i o n 
i n a simple way without a^y r o l e of i n t e g r a t i o n , which y i e l d s 
the r e l a t i o n g iven by Balaict ishnan and Josh i (1982) f o r P = 1, 
Q = 0 . 
Pare to d i s t r i b u t i o n i s g iven by 
f ( x ) = v a X , x > a , a , v > o , . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) 
The pdf of doubly t r u n c a t e d Pa re to d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
g iven by 
V - V - 1 
V SI X 
f ( x ) = *%<^<^i » a ,v > o . . . ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) 
P-Q 
where 
- 1 / v - 1 / v 
Qj_ = a (1-Q) , Pj_ = a ( U P ) 
Q-1 P-1 
se t Or, = and P = 
'^ P-Q '^  P-Q 
such t h a t P2 - Q^  = 1- . 
( 25 ) 
Then 
V - V 




'2 l - P ( x ) = - f ( x ) + P^ . . . ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) V 
Theorem ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) : 
(k) (k) (k) nv 
a = P5 a - Q5 a ( ) nv+k . . . ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) 
via ^ r i n - l '^  r - l t n - l nv-k 
1 < r < n - 1 
^ o o f : From ( 1 . 5 . 1 2 ) and ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) , we have 
( k ) (k) n - 1 P, k -1 r - 1 n - r 
oi ' <^ = ^ r - l ^ k / "• X rp(x)1 [1-P(x)l 
r : n r - i : n - l Q^  
X 
[ f ( x ) +P ] dx 
V '^ 
k (k) ( n - 1 ) (k ) (k) 
= a + -^ [ a -ci: J 
nv r : n n - r '^  r l n - l r - l : n - 2 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 5 . 1 4 ) 
(k) k k (k) n - 1 (k) 
a - a = - - - a + ? [a 
Tin r - i : n - l ""^  ^'^ n - r '^  r l n - l 
n - r (k ) 
'211 "r-i :n-l] ...C2.2.5) 
( 26 ) 
Rearranging ( 2 , 2 , 5 ) , we get the r e s u l t . 
Corollary; : In view of ( 2 , 2 . 4 ) , ( 1 , 5 . 5 ) and ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) , we have 
(k) (k) ^ 
(n v -k ) a = P^fa - OpQ,] nv nv f^  k . , , ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) 
i : n '^ i : n - l '^  ^ 
(k) k k 
t v - k ) a = [PpP, -QpQi 1 V, V 9^  k . . . ( 2 . 2 , 7 J 
i : n '^  -^  '^ ^ 
(k) k (,k) 
(nv - k ) a = [ P P - Q a . , ] nv , nv ?^  k . . . ( 2 . 2 , 8 ) 
n : n "^ ^ ^ n j . . n X 
Remark : If nv = k from ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) 
(k) Q_ k 
a , , „ = —^ Q , n > 1 , . , ( 2 . 2 . 9 ) 
•^2 ^ 
(k ) Q. (k) 
a = —^ a , 2 < r < n -1 . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 0 ) 
r : n - l Pg r - i : n - l 
(k ) ^2 k 
a = P, . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 1 ) 
n - 1 : n -1 Qg 
(k) (k) 
When nv = k, a and a can not be c a l c u l a t e d 
i : i n m 
by t h e s e r e s u l t s . By d i r e c t i n t e g r a t i o n , we o b t a i n 
(k) a^ log (Qp/Pp) 
a = ^_-^ , v = k . . . U . 2 . 1 2 ) 
1*1 
P-Q 
( 27 ) 
These r e s u l t s were a l s o obta ined by Balakr i shnan and 
Josh i (1982) . 
Jfelilc (1966) has g iven an e x p l i c i t exp res s ion f o r the 
moment of Pare to d i s t r i b u t i o n 
ik) n - r + l Ck) 
a = a . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 5 ) 
r : n n - r - k / ^ r - i : n 
In case of n o n - t r u n c a t i o n ( 2 . 2 , 4 ) r e d u c e s t o 
(k ) nv (k) 
a = a nv ^ k . . . ( 2 . 2 . U ) 
r : n nv - k r - l ^ n - l 
Ba lakr i shnan and Josh i (1982) have obta ined t h e e x p l i c i t 
f i n i t e s e r i e s e x p r e s s i o n s when nv = k an i n t e g e r t o c a l c u l a t e 
moments of t he ext remes fo r ^ > ^ a^cl sca le parameter a = 1. 
Theorem : _ 
(n) n - 1 ''' 
a = n ( -1) (P-Q) [ log (Qpli'p^ 
n!n 
n-^ - (3+1) 
+ Z P / (o + l ) ] . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 5 ) 
and 
(k ) - n n_^ 0 -(d-^1) 
"^im" '^ *^ "^^ ^ t:^°s (Q2l?2^"*'f ^"^^ ^ /U-^U] 
. , . ( 2 . 2 . 1 6 ) 
( 28 ) 
£roof : For n > 1 we have from ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) and ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) 
-n ^ -^ - v - 1 
^n:n^-^ = ^nm^^- ' i ) d - Q - x " ^ ) vx , 
Ql < X < i'l 
ii (k ) P k -v -1 ^ fl-l 
(P-Q) a / n = V / ^ X ( l -Q-x"^) dx 
^1 ( n - l ) v - I -V ^ -^ 
= V / X (1-Q-x ) dx 
Ql 
•.• nv = k 
^ 1 1 ^ n - 1 -V n-1 
= V / - (x ) (1-Q-x ) dx 
n - l ^^ - ^ - 1 n - 1 1 1 v^ 
V-1) V / - [ l - U - Q ) x ] dx 
Q l 
^ 1 n-1 
= (-I)'' / - (i-t) dt 
V^2* 
On p u t t i n g ( l -Q)x^ = t . Wri t ing ( l - t ) ^ " ^ ae [ 1 - U - d - t ; ) ] 
n - 1 h-Z j 
i n s i d e the i n t e g r a l and using l - ( l - t ) = t 2 ( 1 - t ) 
and the i n t e g r a t i n g term by term we get 
CP-Q)'' a • = Log (Qp/Pp)^ 2 Pp / (3+1) 
n : n / n ^ 2 2 / ^d J 
( 29 ) 
which e s t ab l i shes (2 .2 .15 ) . 
U ) 
Similarly i n the expression for a obtained from (1 .5 .1) 
i : n 
and (2 .2 .3) we put ( l -P)x = t we simply get 
n (k) / 1 n-1 
(P-Q) a / n = - / - ( 1 - t ) dt 
i :n P /Qg t 
Following exact ly the same way and before , we drive 
n ^^^ n-2 3 -(^+1) 
(P-Q) a / n = log ( Qp/Pp) + I (-1) Qp / (d+D 
i : n '^  '^  j=o 
which y i e l d s equation (2 ,2 .16) . 
2.3 Maments_of__^der_Statistics_from_i^ub_l^ Power ^unctic 
Besides compact and exp l i c i t expressions for the moments 
of i^ re to d i s t r i b u t i o n i/lalik (1967) obtained recurrence r e l a t i o n s 
for moments Balaktishnan and Joshi (1981b) have obtained 
recurrence r e l a t i o n s for the moments of t runcated Power function 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . Khan e t al . (1983a) have given the r e l a t i o n s i n 
r a the r very simple way. 
( 30 ) 
Power l u n c t i o n d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
- V V - 1 
f ( x ) = v a X , o < x < a , v > o . . . ( 2 . 5 . 1 ) 
Doubly t r u n c a t e d power func t ion i s g iven by 
-V v-1 
V fl. X 
f ( x ) = , Qj^  < X < Pj^, V > 0 , , . ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
P - Q 
1/v 1/v 
where Qj_ = a Q , Pj_ = a P 
p Q 
Let P, = and QL = 
^ P-Q '^ P-Q 




F(x) = - Qg 
P-Q 
1 - F(x) = Pp - - f ( x ) . . . ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) 
'^  V 
Theorem : For 1 < r < n 
(k) k (k ) nv+k 
a^ . „ = [ P o t t - Qp a ] . . . ( 2 . 3 . 4 ) 
^'^ 2 r : n - l ^ r - l : n - l nv 
Proof : From (1 .5 .12 ) and ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) 
( 31 ) 
(k ) (Ic) n -1 ^L k-1 j?-l n - r 
a - a = ( ) k / X [Fix)] [ l - f (x) ] 
Tin r - i : n - l r - 1 Qj^  
X 2 
[Pp- - f U ) ] dx 
V 
Using ( 1 . 5 . 1 2 ) and ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) 
(k) (k) n -1 ^^^ ^^> k ^^> 
a - a ^ , = P ( ) [ a - a ] - — c c 
r : n r - i . n - i ^ ^ ^ j , r t n - l r - i : n - 2 nv r : n 
(k) j^ (k ) (k ) 
^ • " nv ^ r - i : n - l "^  r i n - l 
i n view of ( 1 . 5 . 1 1 ) . 
Hence t h e r e s u l t . 
These r e l a t i o n s were a l s o obta ined by Balakr i shnan and Josh i 
Cl981b). In view of ( 2 . 5 . 4 ) , ( 1 . 5 . 5 ) and ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) , we get 
^^^ k k V 
a = (Pp P, - Q^  Q, ) . . . ( 2 . 3 . 5 ) 
(k) (k) k nv 
a = (Pp a - o Q ) . . . ( 2 . 3 . 6 ) 
i m i : n - l ^ ^^^^^^ 
(k) k (k) nv 
a = (PpP - Qp a ) . . . ( 2 . 3 . 7 ) 
n:n ^ i. 'i n - l l n - l nv + k 
( 32 ) 
For non-truncated case Malik (1967a) has given the r e l a t i o n 
(k) r + (k/v) -1 ^^^ 
a a . . . ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) 
r m ^^^ r - i : n 
Also f o r P = 1, Q = 0 (2.3.4) reduces to 
(k) (k) ny 
>l = n . . . ( 2 . 3 . 9 ) 
r'.n r : n - l nv + k 
A r e l a t i o n given by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981b) in case of 
non-truncated power function d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
2,4 Moment of Order S t a t i s t i c s ^^t;3^_^^^^y_^^li"^t*®5_:!;°oist_ic 
Shah (1970) obtained the recurrence r e l a t i o n for the 
moments of order s t a t i s t i c s of l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n for non-
truncated case , Balakrishnan and Joshi (1983) and xihan et a l , 
(1983a) obtained r e l a t i o n s for symmetric t runcated d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
Balakrishnan and Kocherlakota (1986) considered doubly truncated 
d i s t r i b u t i o n for finding the recurrence r e l a t i o n s for moments 
of order s t a t i s t i c s . Hovs/ever, the approach of Balakrishnan 
and Kocherlakota i s complicated, therefore , we have simplified 
( 33 ) 
t h e i r e x p r e s s i o n using the technique developed by Khan e t a l , 
(1983a) . 
The pdf of Log i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
f ( x ; = - « < X < « . . . ( 2 . 4 - . 1 ) 
(1+e-^)^ 
The pdf of doubly t r u n c a t e d l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
e - * 
f ( x ) = , Q < X < P . . . ( 2 . 4 . 2 ) 
-X 2 ^ ' ^ 
(P-Q) (l-^e ^ ) 
where 
Q P Q = and P, = 
^ 1-Q ^ 1-P 
- 1 
(l+e""") - '^  
wi th F(x) = 
P - Q 
P -(l-»-e ^ ) 
1 - F ( x r = . . . U . 4 . 3 ) 
P - Q 
Let 
P ( l - P ) Q(l-Q) 
p = , Q = . . . ( 2 . 4 . 4 ) 
'^ P-Q '^ P-Q 
I t can e a s i l y be seen t h a t (Ba lakr i shnan and £ocher lako ta ,1988) 
( 34 ) 
2 
fix) = P2 •*" ^^^-^^ ^^^H i - -PU)J + ( i^Q-1) [ i - F ( x ) } 
. . . ( 2 . 4 . 5 ) 
^^•'^> n-H k+1 ^^> "^2 ( m ) 
Theorem : a = [ a [ a 
r + i : n 1 r ( 2 P - l ) n - r+1 rln n-r-»-l r : n - l 
- a J 
r - i : n - . l 
1 (k+l ) 
— [(n-1) ( P ^ Q - l ) - r ( 2 P - l ) ] a 
(n+ l ) r ln -H 
( k ^ l ) 
+ ( i+Q- l ) a J . . . ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) 
r - l : n 
Proof : Using ( 1 . 5 . 1 2 ) and ( 2 . 4 . 5 ) we have 
(k ) '^l ^1 k ^~^ "~^ 
a = / X [P(x)] [1-PCx)] 
^ ' ^ ( r - l ) I ( n - r ) / ^1 
2 
[ P2+(2P-1) Fix) I l -F(x) i -KiH-Q-l) [ l -p(x)] ]dx 
^ (k+l) (k+l) 
[ nPp [ a - a ] 
( k f l ) '^  r : n - l r - i : n - l + 
r ( n - r ^ l ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ > 
+ (2P-1) [ a nx 1 
n+l r + i : n + l r i n + l 
(k) (k) 
+ (n - r+1) (P^Q-1) [ a - a ] j | 
r : n + l r - i : n -
( 35 ) 
In view of (1.5,14-) and ( 1 . 5 . 1 2 ) . Rearranging we get the 
r e su I t . 
T h i s r e s u l t was obtained by Ba lakr i shnan and rCocherlakota (1986), 
Coro l l a r j ; t In case of Sijrmmetric t r u n c a t i o n from ( 2 . 4 , 6 ) 
i . e . Q= i - P 
(k+1) n+l k+1 ^^^ "-^2 ^^""^^ ^^•'•^^ 
a = [ a [ a - a ] 
r n . ' n ^ l r ( 2 P - l ) ^^^+1 rln. n - r+1 r : n - l r - l . ' n - l 
r U P - 1 ) (k+l) 
+ a ] . . . ( 2 . 4 . 7 ) 
n+1 r t n + l 
For non - t runca t ed l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n we have from ( 2 , 4 . 6 ) 
i . e . , P = 1, Q = 0 , 
(k+1) ( n + l ) ( k + l ) ^^^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ - £ . a 
. . . ( 2 . 4 . 8 ) 
r + i : n + l r ( n - r + l ) ^ ' ^ '^^ ^'^"^^ 
Theorem : For symmetric l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(k) (k) PQ n -1 ^^^ 
a = a [ a 
r : n r - i : n - l (p.Q)^ r - 1 r - i : n - 2 
(k) k (k-1) 
- a ] + a . . . ( 2 . 4 . 9 ) 
r - 2 : n - 2 CP-Q)( r - l ) r - l t n - l 
( 56 ) 
Proof : (Khan e t a l , (1983a) , we l^ave 
PfQ PQ 
p(x) [i-pu)3 = — f u ) -
Using (1.I3.12) , we get the r e s u l t . 
2 ,5 l ament s of_9rder_Statistics_from_l>ou_b_l^y_J^^ 
Dist^r ibut ion 
Balakr i shnan and liaalik (1987; and Alshboul and i^ian (1989) 
have obt£U.ned r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n s for moments of o rder s t a t i s t i c s 
of doubly t r u n c a t e d i o g - i o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
The pdf of L o g - l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n i s g iven by 
p - 1 
P 9 X 
f (x) = , x > o , . . ( 2 . 5 . 1 ) 
(1+9 x^f 
The pdf of doubly t r u n c a t e d L o g - l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
g iven by 
p e xP-^ 
f ( x ) = 2 » Qi < * < ^1 . . . ( 2 . 5 . 2 ) 
(P-Q)C1+Q x^) 
where 9 Q? = and 9Pf = . 
J- 1-Q ^ 1-P 
( 37 ) 
We have 
^ - 1 
P-Q P-Q 
and ^1 
(1+ e xP) (1 -P) 
Then i t can be seen tha t (A l shbou l auid Khan (1989)) 
-Q(l -Q) 1-Q-P , -s Fix) (;i-i'(x)]= c ; Fix) + fu; 
(P-Q) '-^ ^^^ -^Q> 
. . . ( 2 . 5 . 3 ) 
2 P ( l - P ) (2P- I ) X 
r l - f ( x ) l = + C l - P ( x ) I f (x ) 
(P-Q)2 P-Q P(P-Q) 
. . . ( 2 . 5 . 4 ) 
Theorem { 2 . 5 . 1 ) : ^or 2 < r < n , 
(k ) k U - Q - P ) ( n ^ l ) (k) 
a = [ 1 + + ] a 
""'"• p ( ? - Q ) ( r - l ) (P-Q) ( r - 1 ) r - l t n - l 
P ( l -PXh- l ) ( k ) 
a 
(P_Q)2(j ,- i) r - i : n - 2 
Q( l -Q)(n-1) ^^^ 
+ a . . . U . 5 . 5 ) 
( P - Q ) ^ ( r - l ) ^ - 2 : n - 2 
( 38 ) 
I toof : (Alshboul and iaian,1989) 
In view of equations (4.5.12) and ( 2 . 5 , 3 ) , we have 
(k) (k) n-1 -^ 1 k-1 r -2 n-r 
a - a = ( ) k / X [ P(x)] IX'^U)] 





P(x) f (x)] dx 
(P-Q) p(P-Q) 
(k) U ) -Q( l -Q)(n . l ) ^^^ ^^^ 
a - a = [ a - a ] 
r : n r - i : n - l ^^^^^ ^^^j^j T-Hn-H r-.2:n-2 
(n-1)(1-Q-P) (k) (k) 
+ [ a - a ] 
( r - l ) (P-Q) ^ -^ ' ^ -^ ^-^:^-2 
k (k) 
p(r - l ) (P-Q) r - i : n - l 
in view of relations (1.5.13) and (1.5.14). 
Rearranging we get the result. 
Theorem (2.5.2) : For n > 2 
(k) (2P-1) k (k) PU-P) (k) 
a = [ ] a + [ «^-]a 
i : n (P-Q) p(p_Q)(n-i) i : ^ - ^ (^-Q) i :n-2 
Q(l-Q) , 1. 
-[ 7?-] ^ 1 ...(2.5.6) 
(P-Q)^ ^ 
( 39 } 
£roof : (Aldaboul and Khan, 1989) 
t h a t 
For Q, f i n i t e , n > I , Khan e t aL. (1983a) has shown 
(k ) k ^1 k - 1 n 
a = Q + k / x [ l-J?(x) 1 dx 
i : n "• Qj_ 
Using ( 2 , 5 . 4 ) , we have 
(k) k -^ 1 k-1 n-2 P ( l - P ) (2P-i> 
a - Qj^  = k / X [ I - I ' U ) ] L + 
^•'^ '^l (P-Q)^ (P-Q) 
i l - ^ ( x ) ] 
f ( x > l dx 
P(P-Q) 
P ( l - P ) (k) k (2P-1) (k) k 
[ a - Q ] + - - [ a - Q ] 
(P-Q)^ i : n - 2 ^ (P-Q) i : n - l 1 
k (k) 
p ( P - Q ) ( n - l ) ^ ' ^ - ^ 
Rearranging we get t h e r e s u l t . 
Ba lakr i shnan and l&l ik (1987) have g iven t h e r e l a t i o n 
(k) 1 ^ k (k) (k ) 
a = I C (1-2Q)+ ] a - d - Q - P ) a 
r + i : n + l P-Q T^ r : n ir>-l:n 
n (k ) (k) 
~ QQp [ a - a ] 
r "^  r : n - l r - i : n - l 
For 2 < r < n - l , l c = l , 2 , . . . 
( 40 ) 
1 - Q 
where Q = , i n ra ther lengthy way. They have also 
considered the case of non-truncation and r ight t runca t ion 
separa te ly . However, they could have been obtained by se t t ing 
i", Q. 
^^S2?l®2 (2 .5 .3) : ^or k < p , p > o , 
j-lc/p 
(P-Q) 
« i : l = - " t ^ - Q ( l - V p . I^Vp) -B^_^( l -k /p , l ^ l c /p ) ] 
X a - 1 b - 1 
where B (a,b) = / t ( 1 - t ) d t , a > o, b > o . . . ( 2 , 5 . 7 ) 
^ 0 
Proof : (Alshboul and Khan, 1989) 
From (1.5.1) 
(k) pe / l k+p-1 -2 
(J = «_ / X < l+9x^) 
i : i (,p-Q) Q^ 
1-t 
Let t ing x^ = , we get 
te (k) e~' P ^'^ ( i - k / „ ) - i (1-^k/ ) - i 
a , . , / t P (1 - t ) P dt 
^'^ (:^'Q) i -P 
Hence the r e s u l t . 
( 41 ) 
2,6 Moments of Order__Statistics from -^i^^l/.^ffi^ca^ted^^Bu^ 
Burr d i s t r i b u t i o n has been widely studied by Tadikamalla 
(1980) & Johnson and Kotz (1970). iOian and iQian (1987i) have 
studied recurrence r e l a t i o n s for moments of doubly truncated 
Burr XII d i s t r i b u t i o n using the method developed i n Khan et a l , 
(1983a). 
The pdf of Burr XII d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
f (x) = mpe ( 1 + e x^) , X > o . . . ( 2 . 6 . 1 ) 
The pdf of t runcated Burr XII d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
mpe (1+ e x^) 
f ( x ) = , Qj^  < X < Pj^  . . . ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) 
p - Q 
p -1/m -1/m 
where e Qj^  = [ ( 1-Q ) - 1 ] , e P j = £ (1-Q> - 1 ] 
1-Q 1-P 
Set Q^  = and P = . . . ( 2 . 6 . 3 ) 
^ P-Q ^ P-Q 
such t h a t ^2 " '^ 2 ~ •'" * 
Then 
x^~^ f ( x ) X f ( x ) 
P(x) = Q^  - - . . . ( 2 . 6 . 4 ) 
mpe ^^ 
( 42 ) 
and 1 „ 
x^"^ f U ) -s fU) 
1-P(x) = -Pg + - . . . ( 2 . 6 . 5 ) 
mpe ""J? 
Theorem : i b r 1 < r < n , and k ^ mnp 
k (k) (k) (k) k (k-p) 
(1 ) a = Q 2 a - ^o °^ "^  a 
D"iP r : n '^  r - i : n - l "^ r i n - l mnp9 r : n 
. . . ( 2 . 6 . 6 ) 
Proof : From ( 2 , 6 , 5 ) 
1-P , , / i - r -1 n - r x f ( x ) x 
[ l - F ( x ) ] ' i [ l - F ( x ) ] [-P2+ + f ( x ) ] 
mp9 mp 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n ( 1 , 5 , 1 2 ) , we have 
(k) (k) - P p ( n - l ) (k ) (k) 
a - a = —^ •— [ a - a ] + 
r : n r - i ; n - l ^^__^j r . ' n - l r - i : n - 2 
k (k-p) k (k) 
+ a + a , 2 < r < n -1 
mnpG r i n mnp r^n 
k k -^2^^-^> ^2^^-^> (k) 
(1 ) a = [ + ] a 
mnp r i n (n-r> n - r r i n - l 
(k) k (k-p) 
+ (Pp+i; a + a 
r - l : n - l mnp0 r i n 
i n view of ( 1 , 5 , 1 1 ) and not ing t h a t Q^  = l+Pg* we get the r e s u l t 
( 43 ) 
Coro l l a ry : For k / mnp, we have 
k (k) V k k (k -p) 
(1 )a = Q o f - p P + a . . . ( 2 . 6 . 8 ) 
mp i : i '^ ^ ^ ^ mpe i : i 
k i^^ > k ^^^ k ( k - p ) 
(1 ) a = CL Q, - Pp a + a . . . ( 2 . 6 . 9 ) 
mnp i : n "^ ^ l\n-l mnpG i : n , n > l 
k ^^^ (k) k k (k -p ) 
(1 ) a = Qp a - PpP,+ a . . . ( 2 . 6 . 1 0 ) 
mnp n ;n n - i : n - l ^ mnp9 n : n 
Coro l l a ry : At k = mnp, from ( 2 . 6 , 6 ) 
(k) Q^ (k) ^ ( k - p ) 
a = — a + a , 2 < r < n - l . . U . 6 . 1 1 ) 
r : n - l P5 r - i : n ~ l eP^ r l n 
Theorem ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) : 
(k) _ m 
1:1 ^ 7^ ' '^^ "^ ' " 1+eif 
a = ) Bj_^ Q ^ (o,m^-l)-B ^(o ,m+l) j . . . U . 6 . 1 2 ) 
(k) 1 / l k -m-1 p - l 
Proof : a = / mx (1+9 x^ ) p 9 x dx 
1:1 P-Q Qj_ 
1+9Q? , m 
= / ( — - ) y dy , i f k?=mp 
m 1+9Q? 5 m 
= 7 — : - m ^ y ^^-y) dy 
^^-Q)9 1+9PP 
1 
( 44 ) 
Hence the r e s u l t , 
2.7 Moments of Order S t a t i s t i c s from Doubly Iruip ated Gauchy 
Dis t r ibu t ion 
Barnett (1966) has obtained r e l a t i o n for the moments 
of non-truncated Cauchy d i s t r i b u t i o n . Khan e t a l , (1983a) have 
also obtained recurrence r e l a t i o n s for moments of doubly truncated 
Cauchy d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
The pdf of cauchy d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
1 
f (x ) = - « < X < «» . . . ( 2 . 7 . 1 ) 
ud+x^) 
The pdf of doubly truncated Cauchy d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
1 1 
f(x) = ^-- , Q < X < P . . . ( 2 . 7 . 2 ) 
(i?-Q)7l l+X*^ ^ ^ 
where, Q, = J ^ f (x) dx and 1-P = / f(x) dx 
(P-Q) n (1+x^) f (x) = 1 . . . ( 2 . 7 . 5 ) 
Theorem : J'or k > l , l < r < n 
(k) n ( n - l ) (k-1) (k+l) {k~2j 
a = [ a -a ] - a 
r : n K(P-Q)(n-r)(k-l) r l n - l r - i : n - 2 r i n 
. . . ( 2 . 7 . 4 ) 
( 45 ) 
Proof: In view of (1.5.12) and (2.7.4-) 
(k) (k) n-1 ^1 „ k-1 r - 1 
a - a .= ^ . > ^ - / ' (i*-Q)^(l+x )x [P(x)J 
1 
n-r+1 
[ l -P(x) ] f (x) dx 
r : n r -1 :n -1 r - 1 Q 
(n+l- r )h (k_l) U + l ) , 
u ( P - Q ) [ a - a J 
(n-Hl)n ^•^*'l ^-"^^ 
Replacing n+1 by n and k+1 by k, get 
(k) ^^'"-^^ (k-1) (k-1) (k-2) 
a = [ a - a J -a 
^•^ n(P-Q)(n- r ) (k- l ) ^-^"^ r - i : n - 2 r ' .n 
Hence the r e a i l t . 
Whereas Barnett (1966) has obtained 
(k) n (k-1) (k-1) (k-2) 
a = [ a - a ] - « 
r i n (k-l)ii r : n - l r - i : n - l via 
which can be obtained from (2,7.4) by putting P = 1, Q = o 
and using the relation (1,5,11). 
( 46 ) 
2 .8 foments of_0rder_^ati8tics__fro5_^«^b_l_y_Tr_i^^ 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p hetweei; momentB of o rde r s t a t i s t i c s 
drawn from Laplace and exponen t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n was g iven by 
uov inda ra jg lu (1963a) Khan and Khan (1987a) have gene ra l i z ed the 
r e s u l t of Govindarajulu i n case of doubly t r u n c a t e d Laplace 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
The pdf of Laplace d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
1 -1^1 
f (x) = - e , - o o < x < « ' . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 ) 
2 ~ ~ 
The pdf of doubly t r u n c a t e d Laplace d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
g i v e n by 
f ( x ) = ~ e , Q < X < i* . . . v ^ . 8 . 2 ) 
2 ( P - Q) ^ ^ 
where Q^  = log 2Q, and Pj^  = - l o g 2 ( 1 - P ) . 
Here - we s h a l l be cons ide r ing d i f f e r e n t p o s s i b l e cases of 
( 2 . 8 . 2 ) . 
Case^I : 1-P <, Q< 0 . 5 , Q < P . . . ( 2 . 8 . 5 ) 
That i s 
Ql < o < Pj^  . 
( 47 ) 
C a e e - I I : 1 - P < 0 . 5 , Q> 0.5 . . . ( 2 . 8 . 4 ; 
That is,^ 0 < ^1 1 ^1» 
C a s e - I l l : 1 - P > 0 . 5 , Q < 0.5 . . . ( 2 . 8 . 5 ) 
Here Qj^  < ^^ < o. 
In the fol lowing study t h e moment of Laplace d i s t r i b u t i o n 
w i l l be denoted by a . ' . Correspondingly moments of exponen-
XT « XX 
C\c)± t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n w i l l be denoted by jU ' and pdf by 
r : n 
g^(x) where i = 1 i f o < x < P^, and i = 2 i f o < x <-Qj^  
Gase- I : In view of ( 2 . 8 . 3 ) , for x < o 
1 X e''-2Q 
f (x) = e^ , F (x ) = . . . ( 2 . 8 . 6 ) 
2(P - Q) 2(P-Q) 
and f o r x > o, 
1 -X 2-2 Q-e"^ 
f (x) = e , F U ) = - • . . . ( 2 . 8 . 7 ) 
2(P-Q) 2(P-Q) 
In case of e x p o n e n t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n 
1 -X 
, ( x ) = e , o < x < P . . . ( 2 . 8 . 8 ) 
^ 2P-1 - - i 
& (x) = - i = i . . . (2 .8 .8 ) 
^ 2P-1 
( 48 ) 
Also, 
(x) = , 0 < ^ < - ^1 . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 0 ) 
°2 
"^ 1-2Q 
G^Cx) = . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 1 ) 
1-2Q 
where i', and Q, a re def ined a s above. 
C a s e - I I : In view of ( 2 . 8 . 4 ) 
1 -X 
f ( x ) = —-• e , Q < x < P . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 2 ) 
2 ( P - Q ) ^ •*• 
2 - 2Q - e"^ 
P(x) = . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 3 ) 
2(P-Q) 
where Qj^  = - l o g 2 ( 1 - Q ) and Pj^  = - log 2 ( 1 - P ) 
w i l l a l s o be the pdf. of e x p o n e n t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n in t h i s c a s e , 
G a s e - I I I : In view of ( 2 . 8 , 5 ) 
1 X 
f (x) = e , Q < X < P . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 4 ) 
2(P-Q) ^ - ^ 
where Q^  = log 2Q, '2^= log 2P 
e^ - 2Q 
P(x) = . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 5 ) 
2(P-Q) 
( 49 ) 
Because of t h e ^mmetry , the pdf of t h e e x p o n e n t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n 
w i l l be 
g ( x ) = 
Theorem : For 
1 
2P - e"^ 
2(P-Q) 











. . . U . 8 . 1 6 ) 
. . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 7 ) 
n (k) k n n m n-m (k)2 
[2(P-Q)] a = (-1) L ( ) (1-2Q) ( 2 P - l ) n 
rln np r m m-r+ltm 
r - 1 n m n-m ( k ) l 
+ Z ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) fi , 
ni=o ni r-mtn-m 
. . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 8 ) 
Proof : From ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) we have 
( k ) r -^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ 
a = C^.n 1^  -' ^ P ^ ^ ) ] [ l - F U ) ] f ( x ) dx 
r t n ^ ' ^ Qj^  
+ f^ ^ [ Hx) 1 [ l - F ( x ) ] f (x)dx 
P u t t i n g t h e v a l u e s of F(x) and f ( x ) from ( 2 . 8 . 6 ) and ( 2 . 8 . 7 ) 
and r e p l a c i n g x by -x i n the f i r s t I n t e g r a l , we ge t 
( 50 ) 
n (k) k *^ 1 k -X r - 1 ^"^ 
[2(P-Q)] a = C [ (-1) / X (e -2Q) (2P-e~^) e"^  dx 
r'.n ^ ' ^ o 
r - 1 P, k -X -X n-r -x 
+ / ^ X (2-2Q-e ) (e -2+2P) e dxj 
This i a view of the equation i.2.8.!^) to (2.8,11) reduces to 
n (k) k n- r n-r r + i n - r - i 
[2(P-Q)] a = C [ (-1) L ( . )(1-2Q) (2P-1) 
r : n ^ ' ^ i=o ^ 
' \ k i ^-^ g^(x)dx + / X [G2(x)] {l-Q^M] S2 
r - 1 r - 1 r - j - 1 
+ I ( ) (1-2Q) 
n-r+j+l F^ j^ . n-r 
(2P-1) / X [G^(x)] [l-G^(x)] 
0 
fj^(x) dx 1 
k n-r n r+i n - r - i (k)2 
(-1) L i ) ( l ^ Q ) (2P-1) H 
i=o r+i i + i : r + i 
r - 1 n ^-^-^ n-r+D-^1 (k) i 
+ 2 ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
3=0 r -3 -1 j+i:n-r+j^] 
Put t ing r+i=m in f i r s t expression and r - J - 1 = m in the 
second expression we get the theorem. 
( 51 ) 
Theorem : For L-P < 0.5 and Q < 0.5 and Q < P 
( k ) l _ 1 (^>1 2C1-P) ^^)^^^ ( j ,_i) i 
r : n 2P-1 r - i : n - l 2P-1 r i n - l n r : n 
. . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 9 ) 
(k)2 ^ (k)2 2Q (k)2 k (k- l )2 
^ = ^ .-. ^ + - /i . . . C 2 . 8 . 2 0 ) 
r l n 1-2Q r - l l n - l 1-2Q r . 'n - l n r'.n 
(k) l 
Proof I The recurrence r e l a t i o n for a , i = 1,2, i s 
r : n 
avai lable in Joshi (1979) and Khan e t a l , ( 1983a) and i e given 
by 
(k) * (k) » (k) k U - 1 ) 
a = Q 2 a '^ ^9 °- " ^ - a , l < r < n 
r : n r - i : n - l r i n - l n r i n " " ( 2 8 21 
i£22.t * ^o^ (2.8.19) 
Using (2 .8 .2 ) , (2 .8 .8) and ( 2 . 1 . 5 ) , we have 
P* = 2P-1, Q*= o, PJ= -log 2(1-P) and Q* = 0 
Hence 
^ 2(1-P) ^ 1 
p = , Q = . . . ( 2 . 8 . 2 2 ) 
*^  2P-1 2 2P-1 
Subst i tut ing the r e l a t i o n in (2,8.2) for 2^ and Qg we get 
the r e s u l t , 
( 52 ) 
Proof : For ( 2 . 8 , 2 0 ) 
Using ( 2 . 8 . 2 ) , ( 2 , 8 . 1 0 ) and ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) , we have 
P* = 1-2Q, Q* = 0 , Pj^  = - l og 2Q , Q* = o 
Hence 
* '-'< * 2Q 
Po = » Q?" = . . . ( 2 . 8 . 2 3 ) 
1-2 Q 1-2 Q 
* S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e r e l a t i o n i n ( 2 . 8 . 2 ) fo r P and QL , we 
g«t t h e r e s u l t . 
The r e l a t i o n s between moments of order s t a t i s t i c s from 
l a p l a c e d i s t r i b u t i o n can be obta ined for c a s e - I I and c a s e - I l l . 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p between Laplace and e x p o n e n t i a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s , 
2 ,9 Moments o f_Qrde r_S ta t i s t i c s_ f rom_Be ta_Dis t r i bu t ion 
The fol lowing r ecu r r ence r e l a t i o n for b e t a d i s t r i b u t i o n 
have been der ived by Khan e t a l , U 9 8 3 a ) us ing incomplete 
b e t a func t ion arid binomial sums. 
The b e t a d i s t r i b u t i o n i s g iven by 
f (x) = x^"^ ( l - x ; ^ " ' ' ' ; a , b > o,o < x < 1 . . . ; 2 . 1 0 . 1 ) 
B(a ,b ) 
( 55 ) 
We have 
1 1 a -1 b - 1 
l - F ( x ) = / X (1-x) dx 
B(a ,b ) X 
a-1 a+b-1 . a + b - j - 1 
= 2 ( . ) xJ ( l - x ) 
0~o '' 
a-L a - j a t b - l a-;) j + ^ + l - a 
f ( x ) B ( a , b ) L L { . ) C i ) ( -1 ) X 
J=o ^=0 ^ . . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 2 ) 
Theorem : 
(k) (k) k a-1 a - j a+b - l a - j 
a « a +( - ) B U , b ) I L ( - 1 ) ( ){ ^ ) 
r : n r - i : n - l n j=o ^=o '^  
( k + j + / - a ) 
a . . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 3 ) 
T',n 
Proof : From ( l . 5 . 1 2 ) 
(k ) (k) n -1 •'='1 k - 1 r - l n - r 
a - « = ( r - l ^ k / X [ F ( x ) ] [ l - F ( x ) ] 
r : n r - l : n -1 Qj^  
a -1 a - j a+b-1 a - j 
f ( x ) B ( a , b ) Z ! : ( . ) ( / ) 
j=o =0 -^  
j+Z+l -a 
( -1) X 
In view of ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) t h e r e s u l t i s e s t a b l i s h e d . 
C o r o l l a r y • 
(k) a -1 a - j a+b-1 a - j (k+j + t - a ) 
a = k B(a ,b ) il £ ( -1) ( . )( / )a 
1:1 j=o 1=0 '' 1:1 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 4 ) 
( 54 ) 
(k) k a-L a-j a+b-l a-n (k+^+i - a ) 
« l - n = n ^^^»^^ i^o 1^ ^-^^ ^ 1 ) W ^ « 
•L.n n j - o 1=0 -J ! • ! 
; . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 5 ) 
(k) k a-1 a-3 a+b-1 a-n (k+j+/-a) 
a = - B(a,b) il Z (-1) ( . )i j) a 
nln "• ;j=o l=o '^ nln 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 6 ) 
2.10 ^toments_of_Order_Statistics_from Q.^ma_Distribution 
Khan et a i . (1983a) have obtained an e x p l i c i t recurrence 
r e l a t i o n of non-truncated gamma d i s t r i b u t i o n using r e l a t i o n 
between Poisson Sims and incomplete gamma function. 
The standard form of the d i s t r i b u t i o n i s given by 
^"^ P-1 e x*^  
f (x ) = X, p > 0 . . . ( 2 . 1 1 . 1 ) 
r(p) 
oo 1 
l-F(x) = / 
* r(p) 
= f (x) r (p) 
- t p - i 
e t dt 
xJ^l-P 
P-1 e-* x^  
• • . . . ( 2 . 1 1 . 2 ) 
!^ 
(k) (k) k p-1 r : n 
a - a = ( H ^ r ( p ) I . . . ( 2 . 1 1 . 3 ) 
r ; n r - i : n - l " j=o j | 
Proof : Prom (1.5.12) 
C 55 ) 
(k) (k) n-1 «> k-1 r - 1 n-r 
a - a = ( , ) k / x [ P(x)] [l-PCx)] . 
rla n - 1 ; n-1 ^""^ o 
p - 1 X 
. I r ( p ) f (x ) dx 
j + k - p 
k p - 1 ~ X 
= (- ) r (p ) ^ G / . 
n j=o ^'°' 0 31 
r - l n-r 
. [i'Cx)] I l - ^ U ) ] f (x ) dx 
In view of (1 ,5 .1 ) , we get the r e s u l t , 
Coroll^ajx. : ft^om (2.1 J,.5) 
„(d"^^-p) 
<k) p . l '^  . 
a = k r ( p ) 2 —-*•-
i ; i j=o ji 
a = ( - ) r{p) 2 —tt£_-« 
i :n n 3=0 ^, 
(d+k-p) 
(k) k p-1 ^n:n 
a = ( - ) r (p ) 2 
n:n n j=o jj 
These e^g^ressions were a lso obtained by Joshi (1979b). It may-
be noted tliat for j+k < p , some negative moments wi l l also be 
involved. Jostai U979b) has tabulated the negative moments of 
these order s t a t i s t i c s . Results of r e l a t ed in t e re s t may also 
C 56 ) 
be found in Gupta (I960) and Krishnaiah and Rizvi (1967). 
For p = 1 (2.11.5) gi'fles the recurrence r e l a t i o n for 
exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
Thanas and Mithathoo (1991b) have a l so given a r e l a t i o n of 
order s t a t i s t i c s from gamma d i s t r i b u t i o n but that does not 
make any addi t ional cont r ibut ion except making i t more 
complicated. 
CHAPTER-III 
PRODUCE MOMENTS OF ORDER SEAIISDICS 
In t h i s c h a p t e r a l s o , we have cons idered t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n 
whose df i s of c losed form and which can be expressed as a 
func t ion of t h e pdf. The approach i s same a s advocated by 
Khan e t a l , (1983o) . In p a r t i c u l a r we have cons idered Weibull 
e x p o n e n t i a l , Pare to power func t ion , l o g i s t i c l o g - l o g i s t i c , 
Burr XI I and Gauchy d i s t r i b u t i o n s . In a d d i t i o n t o t h e above 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s , we have a l s o considered a family of d i s t r i b u t i o n 
which s a t i s f y 
P-1 
f (x ) = - §p X f (x) 
which inc lude g e n e r a l i z e d gamma, e x p o n e n t i a l , normal , ha l f 
normal* 
3.1 Product Moments of O r d e r _ S t a t i s t i c s ^ r o m ^^^y^'^ru.i^a.ted 
Weibull and Exponent ia l Dist_ribution 
Leb le in (1955) obta ined e x p l i c i t and exact e x p r e s s i o n s 
for cova r i ances of V«eibull d i s t i l but i on . Product moments 
were s tud ied by Saleh e t a l , ( 1 9 7 5 ) for f i r s t and second order 
( 58 ) 
moments. Khan e t a l , ( l985t>) developed a simple way to o b t a i n 
product moments of doubly t r u n c a t e d tteibull a s wel l a s expo-
n e n t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Balakris i inan and Josh i (1984) have 
s t ud i ed a doubly t r u n c a t e d exponen t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n fo r product 
moments. 
To avoid t h e r e p e t i t i o n we w i l l use the r e s u l t s re^^orted 
in chap t e r 2 for d i f f e r e n t d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
There fo re , from ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) 
l - P ( y ) = - Pp + - ' i - y fCy) . . . ( 3 . 1 . 1 ) 
P 
Theorem ( 3 . 1 . 1 ) : ?or 1 < r < s < n , s - r > 2 
(D,1C) ^2^' ( j , k ) ( j , k ) 
a = [ a - a ] 
r , s : n (n-s+1) r , s : n - l r , s - i : n - l 
^ ^ (d ,k -p ) ( j . k ) 
+ a + a . . . ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) 
p ( n - s + l ) r , s ; n r , s f - l : n 
i^oof : Khan e t a l , (1983b) 
We have from ( 1 . 5 , 1 5 ) and ( 3 . 1 . 1 ) 
r - 1 (;j,k) (o ,k ) ^ r , s : n / l / l x^^,^"^ rp rv ) ! 
r , s:n r , s - l : n n - s + l Q-, x 
s - r - 1 n - s CT- 1-P 
.[i"(y)-PU;3 [ l - n y ) l l-^^ :f fCy)]f (x)dydx 
( 59 ) 
°r ,3:n ^1 h 2 k-L r-1 s-r- i 
= _ P k / / X y [PU)3 [F(y)-Fu)l 
"^  ( n - s + 1 ) Qj_ X 
[ 1-F(y)] .f (x)dydx + k / / x«^ y 
p (n-fft-l) Q-^ X 
[P(x)3 [F(y)-P(x)3 D-F(y)]f(y);f(x)dydx 
Using (1.5.15) and (1.5.2) 
(0 ,k ) (d ,k ) ^2^ ( j , k ) 
a - a = . [ a 





s-im--1 1 + 
k<r 
n /^  n o + l 
(d,k. 
r , 8 
-P) 
Which establishes (5 .1 .2) . 
The results for exponential distr ibution at j = k = p =a'=l 
were also obtained by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1384). 
Corollary (3.1.1) *. For 1 < r < n -1 , and j . k > o 
(d ,k) ( j+k) nP ( j , k ) ( j + k) 
a = a [ a - a ] 
r,r*-i;n r t n (.n-r) r,, r+i ;n- l r tn-1 
^ U,5£-p) 
+ a . . . ( 3 . 1 . 3 ) 
p(n-r) r,r-»-l*n 
( 60 ) 
(D,1C) (j+k) k (^) (j+k) 
a = a - nPp £ P, a - a ] 
n - l , n : n n - l : n ^ ^ n - i : n - l n - H n - l 
kcr ( j , k -p ) 
+ a , n > 2 . . . 1 3 . 1 . 4 ) 
p n-L,n:n 
Proof : For s = r^-1 (5.1.2) reduces to ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) , ixi view of 
( 1 . 5 . 7 ) . 
To prove ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) , we put r = n-1 in <5.1.5) and use 
( 1 . 5 , 6 ) , we get the r e s u l t . 
( j .k -p) 
In (5 ,1 .2) we note tha t i f k < p then a . gives 
. / V r , s*n * 
inverse proauct moments for the Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n for which 
the r e s u l t given im theorem 3 ,1 .1 i s no more va l id . Ihus Khan 
(1984) has given the following theorem which i s va l id for k < p 
as well a s k > p . 
Before proving the main theorem we wi l l prove some lemma 
f i r s t . 
Lema 5 .1 ,1 \ ?or any a rb i t r a ry continuous d i s t r i b u t i o n 
b-a-1 b - a - i - 1 i+m b-a-1 b - a - i - 1 
L(a ,b ,c ) = 1 I (-1) ( i ) ( m ) 
i=o m=o 
.L(a+m,a+m+l, c-b+a+i+m+1) . . . ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) 
( 61 ) 
where 
•'^ 1 ^1 3 k -1 a - 1 b - a - 1 
L ( a , b , c ) = / / X y [P(x)] [P (y ) -P (x ) ] 
^1 ^ 
c-b 
. [ i - n y ) ] f U ) dy cbc . . . ' . 5 . 1 . 6 ) 
Proof : We have 
b - a - 1 b - a - 1 
[ P(y) - P ( x ) ] = 1[ 1-P(x;] - [ l - P ( y ) 31 
b - a - 1 b - a - i - 1 i+m i m 
= 1 f (-1) [ l -PCy)] [P(x)] 
^ ' ° '"-^ . , . ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) 
Using ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) i n ( 3 . 1 . 6 ) , we get the r e s u l t . 
Lemma 3 . 1 . 2 . Per d o u b l y - t r u n c a t e d Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
1 d i d i 
L ( a , a + l , c ) = £ ( -1) ( . ) (1-P) . 
ap(P-Q) ^ i=^ 
u (d-i)** k+up ( j ) U-^ic+up; 
. i: ( -1) [ P a -a J 
^=° (w-^u) ui ^'^ ' 
. . . ( 3 . 1 . 8 ) 
k 
where d = c - a - 1, and w = . 
P 
Proof : wie have 
( 62 ) 
L(a ,a+ l , c ) = / ^ / i^y [ K x ) ] ^ ' [ l - l?(y)f ^ f(x)dydx 
Replacing [ 1-iXy)] by i t s value [ ] from 
( P - Q) 
equation (3.1,1) and expanding we have . 
L(a ,a+l ,c ) = I (-1)^ ( J (l-i*)^ / x ^ P U ) ] 
(P-Q)^ " ^1 
\ k-1 - - ^ ^ y " ^ 
[ / y e dy ] f(x;dx . . . ( 3 . 1 . 9 ) 
p , . V ^ W 1 ^ <T >n. W-1 - t 
/ l k-1 ^ ^ , _ . o- s i [ / t e dt 
; y e dy = ( - - - ) L^^ 
X d-i 
(^=^x^ 
- / t"'-^ e"*dt] . . ( 3 .1 .10 ) 
o 
Since (Erdelyi et a l . (1954) 
P-1 t I P , P 
f t e ^ d t = - x , F ^ [ ; -X ] 
o p P+l 
= ^ P 2 
u=o (p+u) uj 
Therefore, i n view of ( 3 . 1 . 9 ) , we have 
( 63 ) 
n k- l ^Ir"^^ 1 oo ^ •L-' ^~~' ' k+-up k+up 
/ y e dy = - 2 ^^i -^ ) 
. ^ - o ( w . u ) u , . . . C 3 . 1 . U ) 
Thus in view of (3 .1 .11) , we get 
i d i oo *^ --L^  <'^') 
L ( a , a t l , c ) = 3 2 (-1) ( . ) (1--^) I • 
p(P-Q) i=o iRO i,w+u)u/ 
k+up ^i j a-1 
. [ P, / X [F(x)l f U)dx -
^1 
^1 j+k+up a-1 
- / X [F(x)] f(x) dx ] 
•^ l 
^ d i d i oo 
= I (-1) ( . ) (1 -P) 2 
ap(P-Q) i=o u=o 
-^ "^ ^ ^If ^ k+up Cj) j+k+up 
j P^ « . - « . 1 
w+u) ui ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ 
Now to evaluate i n f i n i t e sums in l ( a , a + l , c ) one may 
adopt the technique suggested by Bre i t e r and Krishnaiah (1968), 
(d) 
Expressions for a . can be obtained from the r e l a t i o n i.2.1.21), 
Thus L(a ,a+l ,c ) can be evaluated. 
( 65 ) 
i n t eg ra l in to two, we ge t the required r e s u l t . 
Also th.e r e s u l t for non-truncation can be obtained by-
put t in^ g P = 1, Q = 0 i n the r e l a t i o n (5.1.13) as 
(j .k-p) 
°^ = -P ^T. «'n ^ ( r , s , n + l ) . . . ( 5 . 1 . 1 5 ) 
r ,s :n T^*B.n. 
Thus s t a r t i ng from L(a ,a+l ,c ) as given i n Lemma (5 ,1 .2) one can 
obtain xi(a, b , c ) from Lemma ( 5 . 1 , 1 ) . Using these values of 
(3,k-p) 
L ( a , b , c ) , a can be obtained from the r e l a t i o n (5 ,1 .15) . 
r , s : n 
In p a r t i c u l a r , i f lc-p=;), then 
(j,-D) , "^rtn ^ 
a = E ( ) 
^»^ -" ^s :n 
gives the moments of quot ien t , 
( j , k - p ) 
For k-p > 0, a represen t s product moments, where as 
r , s : n 
for k < p , i t i s moment of the r a t i o of t wo order s t a t i s t i c s 
of d i f f e ren t powers, 
5,2 ^oduct_Moments_of_Qrder_Statistic£ from Doubl^^Irunciited 
Malik (1966) has obtained exp l i c i t and exact expression 
^ 64 ) 
In case of non-truncated d i s t r i b u t i o n ( i ^ l , Q=o), (3 .1 .8) 
reduces t o 
1 r(w) ( j ) «» ^'^^ ^ (j+k+up) 
L(a,a+L,c) = C —w" °- ~ ^ " 3 
ap d a :a u=o ^^^^ ^i a'.a 
. . . ( 3 . 1 . 1 2 ) 
Now the main r e su l t i s 
Theorem 3 .4 ,2 , Por doubly-truncated Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(d,k-p) 
« = P C!^  [ L ( r , s , n + 1 ) + P L(r:^:s,n) ] 
' ' ' ^ • ' ' , . . ( 3 . 1 , 1 3 ) 
where C^ .^ and L(at,b,c) are as in (1 ,2 .8) and (3 .1 .6 ; 
r , s,n 
r e spec t ive ly . 
Proof : We have 
(d,k-p) / l h i k-p r - 1 ^-^"^ 
r , s : n r » s . " Q^  X 
n-s 
[ l -F (y ) ] f (x) f (y ) dy dx 
In view of ( 3 . 1 . 1 ) , we have 
p-1 
f(y) = | | i - ^ ( y ) l + P g l P ^ . y . . . 0 . 1 , 1 4 ) 
Replacing f (y) by i t s value given in (3,1.14) and breaking the 
( 66 ) 
for product moments and es tabl i shed the r e l a t i o n between the 
product moments, of Psoreto d i s t r i b u t i o n 
r (n+ l ) r ( n - s - l / ^ + l ) r (n - r -2 /^+l )a^ 
" r B'a'^ * r<s,v<2,n>2 
r(n-ff^-l) | ( n - r - l / ^ + l ) r (n -2 /^+ l ) 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982) have a lso obtained recurrence 
r e l a t i o n s for the product moments of the d i s t r i b u t i o n Khan 
et a l . (1983b) have given generalized product moments for doubly 
truncated Pareto d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Theorem t For 1 < r < s < n, s-r > 2 and v(n-sr*-l) 7^  k 
, , U,ic) ( j ,k) 
[ v(n-s+l)-icj a = v[(n-s-*-l> a 
r , s : n r , s - i ; n 
, (j+k) (J ,k) 
+ nPp { a - a ) I . . . ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) 
'^ r , s : n - l r , B ^ i : n - l 
Proof : (Khan et a l , 1983b) 
In view of (1.5.15) and ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) , we have 
(d ,k) ( j , k ) ^ r , s ; a A / l . k- I r - 1 
a -a = k / / x*^  y [F(x)] 
r , s : n r , s - l ; n n-e+l Q, x 
s- r -1 n-s 
. [P(y)-P(x)] [i-iXy)] [y/^f (y)+P2]f (x)dydx 
( 67 ) 
r,s:n 1 i . k-l r-1 s-r-1 
P^  k / / x3 y [p(x)] [P(y)-F(x)] 
n-s+1 ^1 ^ 
n-s r,s:n k i "^ l ^ i^  r-1 
.D-F(y)] f(x)clydx+ - / / x ^ y ^ p u ) ] 
n-s* - l V Qj^  X 
s-r-l n-s 
. [Fiy)-P(x)] [ 1-Fiy)] f (x)f(y) dy dx 
^ 2^ (d,k) (o,k) k (3,k) 
= [a - a ] + a ...(3.2.2) 
n-s+1 r,s:n-l r ,s-i:n-l v(n-si-l) r,s:n 
Rearranging (3.2,2), we get nhe result. 
However, if k = v(n-s+l), we get from (3.2,1) 
(d,k) Cj,k; Cd,k) 
(n-s^-l) a = nP ( a - a ) ...(3.2.3) 
r,s-i:n ^ r ,s-i :n-l r,s:n-l 
Corollary (3.2.1); Using (1.5.6) and (1.5,7) 
(1) For s = r+1, we get from (3.2,2) 
[v(n-r)-kj a = v[,(n-r) a +nF^{ a 
r,r+i:n rin ^ r,r+i:n-l 
(d+k) 
- a ) 3, v(n-r) ^ k, Kr ^ n-2,n>3 ..(3.2.4) 
r:n-l 
(2) For n = s = r+1, v ^ k , 
( 68) 
(D,1C) (j+k) ^ (3) 
(v-k) tt = v [ a + nP (Pf a 
n-1 ,n :n n - i : n *=  ^ n - H n - l 
(j-^k) 
- a ) L n > 2,v 7^  k . . . ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) 
n - i : n - l 
Balakrisbnan and Joshi (1982) have obtained these r e s u l t s , in 
ra ther lengthy way for o = k = 1, Jfelik (1966) has obtained 
these r e l a t i o n s for P = 1, Q = o, 
5'5 £roduct_jiaoments_of_Crder_St_atisties £££2_i5^!i5.t^ i £ « ^ ° ^ ^ ^ 
Power Dis t r ibut ion 
Malik (1967) has given exp l i c i t sind exact r e s u l t s for 
product moment and es tabl i shed the r e l a t i o n between the product 
moments for non-truncated power function d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
For V > o, 
r ( n + l ; r ( l / / r ) r(2/^+s)a2 
°^r,s*n ^ r < s, n > 2 
r ( r ) r ( s + l / ^ ) r(n+2/^+ 1) 
2 /^ + s-1 
" r , s: n 1/*"+~s™ ^^ > s-l t n 
V 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981) have obtained recurrence r e l a t i on 
for the product moments of order one, iQian et a l , (1985b) have 
( 69 ) 
obtained these r e l a t i o n s for higher powers in very simple way, 
theorem ; ^or 1 < r < s < n, s-r > 2 
(0,k) V (j,lf) (o-k) 
a = C nP [ a - a ] 
^ '®-^ |v(n-s+l)+icj r , s : n - l r , s - i : n - l 
( j , k ) 
+ (n-s+1) a ] . . . ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) 
r , s-1* n 
^ o o f : ( Khan et al . (1983h) 
In view of (1 ,5 .15) and (2 .3 .3 ) , we have 
^i,ic) ( j , k ) ^ r , s : n .•'='1 / l . k-1 r - 1 
a - a k / / x'J y [p(x)] . 
r , s : n r , s - i : n (n-s*-l) Qj_ x 
s-r-1 n-s 
. p(y)-i!Xx;] [ i - ? ( y ) ] [P2-y / / (y) ] f (x)dydx 
^ r , s : n P^k ^1 -^ 1 j k-1 r - 1 
= / / ^ y [P(x)] [PCy) 
(n-s+1) Qj^  X 
s-r-1 n- s 
-F (x ) ] p.-P(y)] f (x) dy dx 
r , s ; n k 1 1 0 k r - 1 s- r -1 
- / / X y [FCx)] [ F ( y ) - n x ) ] 
(n-s+1) v Qj^  X 
n-s 
. [ l -F(y) ] f (x) f (y ) dy dx 
( 70 ) 
(D,k) (o ,k ) ^ 2 ( j , k ) ( j , k ) 
a - a = [ a -a ] 




On s impl i f ica t ion we get the r e s u l t . 
Corollary; : In view of ( 1 . 5 . 7 ) . 
For s = r + l , n > 3 , l < r < n-2 , (3 .3 .2) reduces to 
(d ,k ) V (;)+k) Cj,k) 
a = [ Cn-r) a + n P (a 
r , r + l : n v(n-r)+k r : n ^ r , r + l : n - l 
(d+k) 
- a ) ] . . . 0 . 3 . 3 > 
r : n - l 
for n = s = r+1 aad n > 2 
Cd,k) V ( j+k ) k (3) ( j , k ) 
a = [ a + nP ( P a -a )] 
n - l , n : n v+k n - l l n ^ ^ n - i : n - l n - l . ' n - l 
in view of ( 1 . 5 . 6 ) . 
For 0 = k = 1, the r e l a t i o n s were given by Balakrishnan 
and Jo Shi (1981). 
( 71 ) 
3.4 Product Lftoments_of Doubly Truncated_i(Ogist_ic i i l s t r ibut ion 
Gupta et a l , (1967) have obtained variance and covariance 
of order s t a t i s t i c s from Logist ic d i s t r i b u t i o n . Shah (1966,1970) 
es tab l i shed recurrence r e l a t i o n s for the d i s t r i b u t i o n . Balakrishnan 
and Joshi (1983), Khan et a l . (1987) obtained the r e l a t i o n s for 
symmetric t runcated d i s t r i b u t i o n , l a t e r Balaicrishnan and 
Kocherlakota (1986) generalized the r e s u l t s for non-symmetrical 
t runcated d i s t r i b u t i o n , «<'e have used the method developed by 
Khan e t a l . ( 1983b) to obtain the r e l a t i o n given by Balakrishnan 
and Kocherlakota (1986), 




(n-s+2)(P-Q) " ^^-s+1) " r . s . - n - l 
" ' r .s- .nn ~ ' ' r , s - i : n + l ^ ' " t ' [a 
-a ] - f (2P- l ) [ a -a 3 
r , s - l * n - l r,s*,n r , s - l * n 
1 (1) 
a 3 . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) 
(n-s+1) Tin 
Proof : From ( 2 . 4 . 2 ) , Using (2,4.4) i t can eas i ly be seen 
( 72 ) 
that (Balakrishnan and Kocberlakota 1986) 
2 
f(y) = ^2 "" ^^^"^^ [ i - iAy) ] - (•t'-w) [ i-F(y)] 
. . . ( 3 .4 .2 ) 
By the definition of product moments, we have 
(j ,k) , 1 , 1 d k r - l s-r-1 
'^^ = ^r s-n -^  -^  ^ ^ t^^^^] [F(y)-f(x)] 
r , s :n ^»^»" Q, X 
. [ l -F(y) ] [P2-^(2P-l)Cl-F(y>'-(P-Q)(l-P(y)] • 
f(x)dy dx 
h h d k r - l s-r-l 
' ^2 ^r ,s :n • ,^ -^  * y (?(^)1 [F(y)-Kx)] Qj^  X 
n-s 
. [l-i'Cy)] f ix) dy dx 
^1 ^1 d k r - l 
+ (2i'-l) C^^g-n / / x y [F(x)] [fCy)-
s-r-1 n-s+1 
-P(x)] [l-if\y)] f(x; dy dx 
p P / l n . J. r - l s-r-1 
- (P-Q) C^ «.„ / / xJ y"" [P(x)] (:F(y)P(x)] 
» • Qi X 
n-s+2 
. Cl-F(y)] f U ) dy dx 
( 73 ) 
Usiiig (1 .5 .15) , we have 
(0,k) (d,k+l) (j,k-^l) ^ 
(k+l) a = nP [ a - a ]+(2P- l ) (n-s+1) 
TfSln r , s t n - l r , s - i r n - l 
( j , k+ l ) (D,k+1-) 
. [ a - a ] 
r , s ; n r , s - i ; n 
_{ ^ (n-s+l)(n-Br»-2) [ a -a J 
n+1 r , s : n + l r , s - i : n + l 
Rearranging we get 
(3,k+l) (3 ,k+l) ^^-"^^ "^2 , (d,k+l) 
a = a + [ j a 
r,s:n-^l r , s - i : n + l (n«s+2)(P-Q) (n-s+1) ^ r , s : n - l 
- a ]-^(2P-l) [ a - a ] 
r , s - i : n - l r , s : n r^j^-ltn 
(k+1) (d,k) 
a ] . . . ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) 
(n-s+1) ^»s:n 
(d»o) ( j ) 
Putt ing j = 1, k = 0 and using a = a i n (3 .4 ,3) we 
r , s ; n r^n 
get the theorem. 
2°ll2ii2S2. 3 . 4 . 1 . Por n > 3 
< 74 ) 
( n n ) ^ (1) 
r , n :n+ l r ,n-L:n+l »• 2 L L , 
2(P-Q) ^ ' ^ ^ 
(1) 
^»" ^•'^ ^ r , n : n r , n - i : n r : n 
. . . ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) 
Proof : Using (1 .5 .6) and subs t i t u t ing s = n in (5 ,4 ,1) 
we get the r e s u l t , 
Balakrishnaa and Kooherlakota (1986) kiave obtained (3 ,4 .1) 
and ( 3 , 4 . 4 ) , 
Corollary 3 .4 ,2 . For i^mmetrical t runca t ion , we put P = 1-Q, 
i" Q Jr'd'-P) QU-Q) 
P = n—., Q = n — - , Pp = , Qo = - i n ( 3 . 4 , 3 ) , we get 
1-P ^ I-Q P-Q P-Q 
for non-truncat ion, put P = 1 and Q = o in (3 ,4 ,3 ) , 
Los - log i s t i c Dis t r ibut ion 
' o '• '^o-' 
'JJhe product moments of order s t a t i s t i c s for Log-logis t ic 
d i s t r i b u t i o n have been studied by Balakrishnan and Malik (1987b) 
and Alshboul and IQian (1989), Alshboul and Khan (1989) have also 
obtained exact product moments of order s t a t i s t i c s from non-
t runcated Log-logis t ic d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
( 75 ) 
Theorem : For s - r > 2 and 8 < n - 1 , we have 
n -*• 1 
a = a + fnPPp [ « 
r , s : n + l r , s - i : n + l (n-s+1) (n-s+2)(P-Q) '^  r , s : n - l 
- a 
r , s - l ! n-1 ] 
•^(n-B^L)(l-2P) a r , 8 - i : n 
1 
- [ (n-s<-l)(l-2P) +-] a ] . . . ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) 
P r , s : n 
i^oof : This r e su l t was given by Balakrishnan and Malik (1987) 
in a very lengthy way. Therefore, we i^a l l use the unified 
approach developed hy Khan et a l , (1983b) to simplify the 
expression. Hence using (1,5,2) and noting that (Balakrishnan 
and iwalik 1987) 
y f (y)= p [ P p 2 - ( l - 2 P ) r l -F(y)J - (P-Q)[ l -F (y ) ] ] 
. . . ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) 
In view of (1 .5 .2) and (3 .5 .2) 
( j , k ) P, ,P. . k-1 r - 1 s-r-1 
a = C / ^ J ^xJ y [F(x)] [F(y)-Fix)] 
r , s : n r , s : n Qj^  x 
n-s 2 
. | : i -F(y) ] p t P p 2 - ( i - 2 P ) [ l - F ( y ) H P - Q ) [ i - F ( y ) 3 ]f(x)dx dx 
( 76 ) 
Prom (1,5,15), we have 
(d,k) ^ ^ ^ ( j , k ) ( j , k ) 
= P/ C PP [ a - a 
r ,8 .n ^ r , s : n - l r , s - i : n - l 
- (l-2P}(n-s+l) [ a - a ] 
r , s : n r , s - l l n 
(P.Q)(n-sn)(n-s .2) ^.^^^ ^^^^^ 
[ a - a ] ] 
(a + 1) r , s :n+l r,s-l:n+l 
U.k) ( j ,k) ( n n ) (;),k) 
a = a + [pp [a 
r,s:rH-l r , s : n - l (P-Q)(n-s+l)(n-s+2) '^ r , s : n - l 
(0,k) 
- a 3 
r , s - l*n - l 
. U,k) 
+ (n-s«-l)(l-2P) a 
r , s - i : n 
(d,k) 
-C (l-2P)(n-s+l)+ k/_.j a ] . . . (3 .5 .3 ) 
^ r , s : n 
Putting j = 1, k = 1 we obtain the th§orem. For laon-truncated 
dis t r ibut ion, the relat ion i s obtained by putting P = 1, 
Q = o in (3.5.3) . 
( 77 ) 
Theorem : For 1 < r < s < n-1 
( d , k ) ( d , k ) n (2P-1) k ( d , k ) 
r , 8 : n r , s - i : n (n-s+1) (P-Q) p ( P - Q ) ( n - s ) r , s : n - l 
n (2P-1) ( j , k ) 
(n-8+1) (P-Q) r , s - i : n - l 
P( 1-P ) n I n - 1 ) CD,k) (d ,k ) 
2^- [ a - a ] 
U-Q) U - s ) ( n - 8 + l ) r , s : n - 2 r , s - i : n - 2 
. . . ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) 
Proof : (Alshboul and Khan (1989) 
Prom ( 2 . 5 , 5 ; and ( 1 , 5 . 1 5 ) , we have 
( d , k ) ( d , k ) 
a - a 
r , s : n r , s - i : n (n-ffH) Q^ X 
s - r - 1 n-s -2 
. [ P ( y ) - P(x)3 [ l . p ( y ) ] 
P ( l - P ) (2P-1) y 
. C -^  p.-F(y)] f (y)] 
(P-Q)" P-Q 
. f ( x ) dy dx 
p(P-Q) 
P U - P ) ( j , k ) ( j , k ) 
(_P-Q)2 r , s : n - 2 r , s - i : n - 2 - ^^_^^^ ^^^^^^ 
(2P-1) n 
n U.k) ( 3 , k ) (o,k> k 
. [ a - a ] a 
r , s : n - l r , s - i : n - l p(P-Q) (n - s ) (n-s*-l) r , s t n - l 
. . . ( 3 . 5 . 5 ) 
( 78 ) 
Resirranging ( 3 . 5 , 5 ) , we get the theorem. 
Theorem : l < r < n - 2 
( 0 , k ) ^ (j,k:) k n ( j , k ) 
r , n : n ^ ' " "^ p(P-Q)(n-r-1) r , n - i : n - l 
P( l -P) n(/ i - l ) (;5,k) 
(P-Q)^ (n-r-L) r ,n -2 :n -2 
P( l -P) n ( a - i ; k U ) r (!j,k) 
— — — - j j — . _ — — Pi a — — - . — — _ jcj 
(P-QT ( n - r ^ i ; ^ rla-Z (n- r -1) r+ l .n ln 
(d,lc) 
- a ] 
r+L,n- i :n 
(l-Q-P) n ( j , k ) ( j , k ) 
+ [ a - a •] 
(P-Q) (n - r -1 ) r , n - i : n - l r , n -2 :n - I - ' 
. . . ( 3 . 5 . 6 ) 
Ptoof : (Alshboul and Khan (1989) 
Prom ( 2 . 5 . 2 ) , we have 
^ ^ ^ ^ P( l -P) (l-Q-P) 
F(y) [ 1-PCy)] = + p--P(y)] 
(P.Q)2 ^^-Q) 
y 
-h - _ f (y) . . . ( 3 .5 .7> 
PU-Q) 
Expre ss ing, 
( 79 ) 
[F(y)-F(x)] I l -P(y)] = [F(y) - FU;J F(y) [ l -P(y) ] 
n-r-2 
- ? ( x ) [ P ( y ) - P(x)] [ 1 - n y ) ] . . ( 3 . 5 . 8 ) 
and replacing F(y) [ L-FCy)] by the r e l a t i o n (3 .5 .7 ) i n (5 .5 .8) 
in view of (1 .5 .15) , we have 
( j , k ) ( j , k ) k n\ h \ j k-l r - 1 
a - tt = 7" "7 J / X y [ F U ; ] 
r , n : n r , n - i ; n U - D i ( n - r - l ) j Q^ x 
• n-r-2 ±^(l-r; U-W-x*) 
. [F^y)-F(x)] [ + — 
(P-Q)2 (P-Q) 
y 
. [ i - n y ) ] + f < y ) - P U ) [ i - F ( y ) ] j 
P(P-Q) 
. f (x) dy dx 
n ( n - l ) P ( l - P ) ( j , k ) ( j , k ) 
(n-r-rl)(P-Q)^ r , n - i : n - 2 r ,n -2 :n-2 
( 1 - Q - P) n ( j ,k) 
+ [ a 
(P - Q) (n- r -1) r , n - l : n 
(0»k) k n ( j , k ) 
- a ] + a 
r , n - 2 : n - l p(P-Q)(n-r-1) r , n - i : n - l 
! [ a - a ] 
(n-r-1) r + l , n : n r + l , n - i : n 
( 80 ) 
which e s t a b l i s h e s t h e theorem. 
Theorem ; 
( ; j ,k) ^ p ^ s - r - I i s - r - 1 -1 
a = G e Z ( -1 ) ( j^ X n - s + i - k / +1) 
r , s : n r , s l n i=o ^ 
B(n-r +1,^+1-^.1/ ^ 3^2 ^^-r + l , n - s + i - k / + 1 , 
P P P ^ 
1-8+r+i- k / ; n - s ^ i - k / +2,8+ U ) . . . ( 3 . 5 . 9 ) 
^ ^ P 
where 
^ U ) Ch) ( c ) ^ 
"> m m m JL 
^2 ( a , b , c ;cL,e,x) = E -5« 
^ ' ^d)m^-)m "'• 
( a ) = a ( a + l ) . . . (a+m-1) 
m 
r(a+m) 
= , m > 1, a 7^  0 and not nega t i ve i n t e g e r , 
r(a) 
Ptoof : i'or non - t runca t ed l o g - l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n 
-1 
P(x) = 1 - ( 1 + e x^) 
we have 
(;},k) oo oo ;) k ex^ r -L e ( y P - x ^ ) s - r - 1 
a = C / / X y [ ] [ .^-] 
r , s : n r , s : n o x 1+ex*^ ( l + e x ^ ) ( l + 9 / ) 
, n - s p V x ^ - ^ y ^ - ^ 
^ ^ ] dy dx 
i-^Qy^ ( i + e x P ) 2 ( i + e y ^ / 
( 81 ) 
s - r - 1 i s - r - 1 * °° n i 
= c . p e^^  z (-1) { ) / / UV p) 
x'^+ r p - 1 y^ ' ^ p ' *' 
, dy dx 
( l ^ 9 x P ) ^ l - ^ e y P ) ^ - ^ ^ 
s - r - 1 i s - r - 1 
= 0 . P^ e^ Z ( -1) ( ) Ip . . . ( 3 . b . l O ) 
^ r , s : n ^ i=o i ^ 
where 
. j + p ( r + i ) - 1 
r -
0 (1+9 x ^ ) ^ 
I = / I dx 
« y P ( s - r - l - i + k / p H P-1 
^ (1+9 y^) 
- 1 dy (1+ ey^f I 
Let u = (1 + 9 y ^ ) , then — = - — ,o < u < du ^ P-1 l+9x^ 
9py 
I = B . ( n - s + i - k / + l , s - r - i + k / ) 
1 ^ C s - r - i + k / ) ~ - i — P ^ 
P Q P l+9xP 
where 
X a -1 b - 1 
B (a ,b) = / t ( 1 - t ) d t 
Now, note t h a t ( R a i n v i l l e , 1971) 
1 * 
B^(a ,b) = a~^ x 2 ^ (^» ^-^5 a"*^ J^ ^^ 
i 82 ; 
where ^ ( a ) (b) x°^ 
P U,t>,c,J£:) = Z 
1 nPo ^ , ^ ^ mi 
t h e n , 
-n+s-i+lc/_,-l 
1 (L+9 xP) P 
.^Fj^ ( n - s + i - k / p + l , l - s + r + i - k / p j n - s + i - k / p + 2 i ; i + e x ^ r ) 
t h e r e f o r e , i f we put u = (1+9 x ^ ) ~ i n I 2 , 
1 ^ - n - i + k / p - 1 
I = / a + 9 x ^ ) 
p U - B . i - k A p I ) 9 - ^ - ^ ^ ^ / p ° 
^ j + ( r + i ) p - l 
- 1 
.2P3^(n-s+i -k /p+L,L-s+r^ i -k /^ ,n-s<- i -k /p+2, Cl+9x^) )dx 
I r educes t o 
( n - 8 + i - k / + l ) ^ n - r - ^ i t l O r + i + j / „ - l 
I = . ^ ^ . . - / u P (1-u) 
2 o 8+( i tk ) ^ 
P 
2 A°" ' P 
p 9 •^  
P , ( n - s + i - k / +L , l - s+ r+ i -k /p ,n - s* - i -k /p+2 ,u )du 
. . . ( 3 . 5 . 1 1 ) 
Now us ing t h e r e s u l t ( .Ra invi l le , 1971) 
( 83 ) 
1 a-1 b-J. 
/ X ( l - x ) ^F^Uf^tXf^) dx= B{a ,b)^P2(a ,a ,p , r ,a+b, l ) 
for a, b > 0, r "^  b - a - p > o . 
In (5.5.11) and put t ing i t s value in (3.5.10) we get the 
required r e s u l t . 
For 0 = 0 , (3 .5 .9 ) gives the e x p l i c i t r e l a t i o n for s ingle 
moments, 
3,6 ^oduc^t_|toment_s__of_Order__Statistics_^^ i'runcated 
Bui:^. £4s t ci]2!i&laa 
The product moment of doubly truncated Burr XII d i s t r i bu t ion 
has been studied by Khan and Khan (1987b ) 
Theorem : For 1 1 r < s < n - 1 , s - r > 2 and k 7^  (n-s*-l)mp, 
k ( j , k ) nP ( j , k ) 
I 1- . ] a = ^ ~ i a 
(n-s+l)mp r , s : n (n-s-H) r , s : n - l 
(j»k) ( j , k ) k (3,k-p) 
- a J "^  a •*• a 
r . s - i ; n . l r , s - l : n (^.3,^)^^^ r . s m 
. . . v.3,6,1) 
i t oof : From ( 2 , 6 , 5 ) , we have 
n-s+1 Q-s y^"^ y -, w 
[ l -F (y ) ] = [ l -F(y)] [-Pp^ ^^•i^ ^-'^ n ^^^^ 
^^^ ' . . . ( 3 . 6 . 2 ) 
( 84 ) 
Using ( 3 . 6 , 2 ; i n a . 5 . 1 5 ) , we have 
( j , k ) ( 3 ,k ) ° r , 8 : n fl / l j k -1 r - 1 
a - a = k J j X y [?(x)] 
T,s',n. r , s - i : n ( n - e H ) Q^^ x 
s - r - 1 
n - s y ^ ' ^ y 
. [i-j?(y)i [ - V — ^^y^ — ^^y^3 
mp9 mp 
"^r, (;j,k) ( j ,k ) 
= £—- [ a - a ] 
(n-s+1) r , s : n - l r , s - i : n - l 
k (J,k-p) 
+ a. 
mpe(n-ff^l) ^ » s - ^ 
k ( ; ) ,k ) 
+ PC ^ . . . ( 3 . 6 . 5 ; 
mp (n-s+1) ^»s«^ 
Rearranging ( 3 , 6 . 3 ) we ge t t h e theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y • If s = r+1 , we have from ( 3 . 6 . 1 ) and ( 1 , 5 . 5 ) 
k ^ (d,k) ( j+k) "^2 ( j , k ) [ 1 - — ]a = a - • [ a 
(n-r)nip r , r + i : n r : n ( n - r ) r , r + i ; a - l 
(d,k) 
- a ] 
k ( j , k - p ) ^ ^•'^-^ 
+ cCr. -rv*-!. » k 7 (n.-rr) mp and l<r<n-2 
(n-r)mpe ^ ' ^ ^ - ^ " ' , . . ( 3 . 6 . 4 ) 
( 85 ) 
And if r = n-1 , tiaen in view of (5.6,1) and (1,5.6), we get 
k (d,k) (j+k) J. (j) (3+k) , 
j;i ] a = a - nP [ P^  a -a J 
mp n-l,n:n n-l^ n n-1Jn-1 n-1;n-1 
k (j,k-p) 
+ --. a , k^  mp and n > 2 
mp8 n-l,n:n 
Accordingly, we have the moments when k = (n-s^-1) mp, 
Gauchy ^ Bistr ibut ion 
Khan et a l , (1983b) obtained product moments for doubly 
truncated Cauchy d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Theorem 3 . 7 , 1 . For 1 < r < s < n-1 
(d,k+l) '^  (d,k) (o,k) ( d , k - l ) 
a = f a - a ]-a 
r , s : n wk(P-Q) r , s : n r , s - i : n - l r , s : n 
. . .C3 .7 .1 ) 
Using the no ta t ions of § 2,7 we have from ( 2 , 7 , 3 ) , 
(P-Q) n (1+y^) f (y) = 1 . . . ( 3 . 7 . 2 ) 
In view of (1 .5 .15) and (3 .7 .2 ) , we have 
( 86 ) 
a - a = kn (i?-Q) / / x^y"^ "•. 
r , s : n r , s - i : n (n-s*-l) Qj^  x 
U t y ^ ) [ P ( x ) I 
s - r -1 n-s+1 
. [ F U ) - F ( x ) l [L-F(y)J f(x)f(y)dydx 
kn^P-Q) ( d , k - l ) ( j , k+ l ) 
= - - - - - [ a + a ] 
n+i r , s l n + l r , s l rn - l 
On s impl i f ica t ion , we get the r e s u l t . 
Corollary 5 . 7 . 1 . 
For s = r + 1, we have 
( j ,k+ l ) n (J ,k) (;)+k) ( j , k - l ) 
a = — [ a - a ] "« 
r,r+-l:n uk(P-Q) r , r + i : n - l r l n - l r , r + i : n 
1 < r < n-2 . . . ^ 3 . 7 . 3 ; 
(j,lc-H) n ( j , k ) (j+k) 
a = [ a - a ] 
n - 2 , n - i : n j^5.(p_Q) n -2 ,n - i : n n-2 :n- l 
( j , k - l ) 
- a n > 3 . . . ( 3 . 7 . 4 ) 
n - 2 , n - i ; n 
3.8 ^oduct__Ijtomenc s_of Ord.er_St_at^istic s__from_ Doubjor^  ^5H^^^ ^^ 
Govindarajulu (1966) has obtained product moments of order 
s t a t i s t i c s from non-truncated Laplace d i s t r i b u t i o n in the form 
( 87 ) 
of exponen t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n . Khan and iQian (1987a) has 
g e n e r a l i z e d i t f o r doubly t r u n c a t e d Laplace d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
The point of t r u n c a t i o n Q, and P, of t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n i s a s 
r e p o r t e d in ( 2 , 8 , 2 ) , F(x) w i l l be used for Laplace d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
(k)i 
>i-.(x) , g. (x) and M , i = 1,2, r e p r e s e n t t h e df and pdf 
of exponen t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n for d i f f e r e n t l o c a t i o n s of Q, and 
P. a s has been r e p o r t e d i n ( 2 . 8 . 3 ) , (2.8.4-) and ( 2 . 8 . 5 ) . 
theorem : Por 1-P < 0 , 5 , Q < 0,5 and Q < P 
n (d ,k ) j+k a a m n-m 
[2(P-q) ] a = ( - 1 ) I < ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) 
r , s * n nFs m 
( k , j ) 2 d s -1 n m 
. li + ( - 1 ) Z ( )(1-2Q) 
m-ff<-l,m-r+llni mpr m 
n-m (o)2 (k ) l 
, ( 2P -1 ) H M 
m-r+l:m s-m*a-m 
E-1 n m n-m 
+ i; {^) (1-2Q) U P - 1 ) a 
m=o r-m,s-mrn-in 
l < r < s < n , n > 2 . . , ( 5 . 8 , 1 ) 
Proof : For 1 < r < s < n , x < y 
( 88 ) 
( j , k ) / l / l j k r - 1 s - r - 1 
a = G f f XL y [F(x)] [ F ( y ) - P ( x ) ] 
r , s r , s ; a Qj^  x 
n - s 
. [ l - i ' U ) ] f i x ) fCy) dy dx . . . ( 3 . 8 . 2 ) 
Noting t h a t t h e l i m i t of the i n t e g r a l can be hreaked i n t o t h r e e 
p a r t e as 
1^ 1^ ^ o ' \ h h f f = I S ^ S I -ir I f 
Q]_ X Qj_ X Qj_ 0 o x 
and consequent ly from ( 5 , 8 , 2 ) , we have 
(3 ,k ) 
a = 1 + 1 + 1 . . . ( 3 . 8 . 3 ) 
r , 8 : n " ^ 
Now, 
° ° d k n-1 s-r- l 
In = C / / X y [F(x)] [p(y)- .F(x)] 
^ r , s : n Q;L ^ 
n - s 
. p . - F ( y ) ] f ( x ) f ( y ) dy dx 
T h e r e f o r e , p u t t i n g t h e va lue of F(x) from ( 2 , 8 , 6 ) and r e p l a c i n g 
X by -X and y by - y , we get 
( 89 ) 
n D-^k "*^ 1 ^  j k -X r-l 
[2(P-Q)] I = C (-1) / / X y (e -2Q) 
*- r,s:n o 0 
„ „ s-r-1 „ n-s „ _„ 
.(e"-^ , e~^) (2P-e ^ ) e e ^ dy dx 
In view of (2.8.10) and (2.8.11) we have 
n D+k "^1 X j k r-l 
[2(P-Q)1 I = G (-1) / / X y [1-G2(^ )] 
[U-e"^)+(2P-l)j g2(x)g2(y) dy dx 
3+k n-s n-s s+i n-s-i 
=C (-1) L C )(1-2Q) (2P-1) 
r,s;a i=o i 
"^1 .^  ^ , . i s-r-1 
/ / y^ x^[G.(y)] [Gp(x)-G (y)] 
o o 
r-l 
[1-G2(^ >] §2^^^ °2^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ...(3.8.3) 
P u t t i n g m - s = i i n ( 5 . 8 , 8 ) , we have 
n j+k n n m n-m (k:,n )2 
] L= ( -1) Z ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
••• 00=8 m m-s^ l ,m- r+ l :n 
[2(P-Q) 
m s in m 
. . . ( 5 . 8 . 4 ) 
S i m i l a r l y , 
( 90 ) 
j 1 A J ^ ^-^ s-r-1 
I = C t -1) / / X y [P(x)] [?(y)-P(x)J 
r , s : n 0 0 
n-s 
. [ 1-P(y)l f(x) f (y) dy dx, 
Replacing x by -x and using (2 .8 .6) and ( 2 . 8 , 7 ) , 
n J -Q, P d k „ r - 1 
r2(P-q)] Ip = C (-1) / T- J 1 X y (e ""-SQ) 
^ r , s : n 0 0 
s- r -1 n-s -X -y 
. (2-e"^-e"^) (2P-2+e~'^) e e dydx 
In view of (2 .8 .8) - (2 .8 .11) , we have 
n j "^1 P. 0 k r - l 
[2(P-Q)1 I = G (-1) / / ^ X y [1-& (x)] . 
r , s ; n 0 0 
s- r -1 n - s 
£t>2U) ^ &j_(y)l r i - ( J i ( y ) ] 
r n-s+1 
(1-2Q) (2P-1) g2(x) g3_(y) dy dx 
j s - r -1 s-r-1 r+i n - r - i 
=C (-1) Z ( )(1-2Q) (2P-1) 
r , s : n i=o i 
r - l o j 3 r - l 
P. k s - r - i - 1 n-s 
. [ / ^ y C&iCy)] [i-Pi(y)j fAy)dy ] 
o 
( 91 ) 
P u t t i n g m = i + r , we have 
n 3 s-1 n m n-m 
[ 2 ( P - Q ) ] Ip= ( -1 ) Z ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) 
nF=r m 
( j ) 2 ( k ) l 
. a a . . . ( 5 . 8 . 5 ) 
m-r+1•n s-mIn-m 
And i n t h e l a s t , 
h h 0 k r - l s - r - 1 
I , = C / / X y [P(x)] [ P ( y ) - P ( x ) ] 
-^  r , s : n o X 
n - s 
. [ i - i " (y)] f U J f ( y ) dy dx 
Using ( 2 . 8 . 7 ) for P(x> and P ( y ) , we have 
n ^1 -^ 1 j k ^ r - l -X -y s - r - 1 
[2(P-Q)] I , = C f J X y (2-2Q-e- ' ' ) {e - e >-
_ n-s -X -y 
(2P-2+ e • )^ e e dy dx 
In view of (2.8,10) and (2 .8 ,11) , we have 
n A A 3 ^ r - l r - l w p l^^^,^ 
[2(P-Q)] 1 = G / j X y E ( i n & i ( x ) ] . 
3 r , s : n e x i=o 
r - i - 1 i 
. (1-2Q) (2P-1) 
s-r-1 ^-^ [&l(y)-Gl(x)]"'•' '"•' [l-&3^(y)] gi(x)g3^(y)dydx 
( 92 ) 
r-1 n r - i - l n-r+i+1 (;j)l 
= L L . , ) (1-2Q) C2P-1) a 
i=o ^"^'^ i+L,s-r+i-l,n-r+i+l 
Putting r - i - 1 = m, v»e have 
n r - l n m n-m (j )1 r-z a c\ 
[2(P-Q)] I , = 2 ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) a . . . ( 3 . 8 . 6 ) 
•^  BFO m r-m,s-m:n-m 
Prom ( 3 . 8 . 4 ) , ( 3 . 8 . 5 ) and ( 3 . 8 . 6 ) , we have 
The r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n for product moments of o rde r s t a t i s t i c s 
given by Khan e t a l . (1983b) i s 
( j , k ) ( j , k ) ^^2 ( j , k ) ( d , k ) 
a = a ( a - a ) 
r , s : n r , s - i : n (^ri-s+l) i * , s :n - l r , s - l : n - l 
k U , k - 1 ) 
+ a l < r < s < n 
( n - s+1) r , s : n 
. . . ( 3 . 8 . 7 ) 
(j,k)i 
Thus to obtain recurrence relations for a , i = 1,2, 
r,s:n 
we impose the restriction contained in (2.8.22) and (2,8,25) 
into (3,8,7) this in turn gives the product moments of 
Laplace distribution. 
( 95 ) 
3.9 :^oduct_toments_of_Ctder_Stati Stics_from__;|^2^bl^^ 
Oovindarajulu (1963b) and Jushi and Balakrishnan (1961) 
have obtained recurrence r e l a t i o n s for the family of d i s t r ibu t ion 
sat isfying the condit ion 
f \ x ) = - X f (x) . . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 ) 
where f (x) i s f i r s t der ivat ive of f (x) w . r . t , x . Normal 
and halfnormal are two d i s t r i b u t i o n s in t h i s family, 
iQian and Khan (1983) studied general ized gamma d i s t r i bu t ion 
P 
a-1 ^x 
f (x) = e x e 
with a = 1, we get 
P-1 
f ' ( x ) = - BPx f(x) . . . 0 . 9 . 2 ) 
Theorem 3 . 9 , 1 . For normal and halfnormal d i s t r i b u t i o n 
n n 
Z a_ _,_ = 1 + z a 
ff=r 
r , s : n  ^ ^ J , V l , s ; n » ^ 1 » 2 , . . . , . . ( 3 . 9 . 3 ) 
n n 
^ r . l - » ^ . - ^ 1 3,s:n ^^^(^^^^^^ 
where a . . * ^ i 
o , t In = 0 t > 1 . 
( 94 ) 
itoof : (Joshi and Balakrishnan 1S81) 
ftom (1,5.5), we have 
"r,r:n = ^r,n L ^ ' I ^C^)^ ' ^ ^-^U) W ( x ; d x 
Using (5.9.1), we get 
« r , r : n " " ^ r , n £„ "" C ?U^] D-H^)] £\x)6x 
Integrating by parts by treating - f (x) for integration and 
r-1 n-r 
X [F(x)] -[ 1-P(x)l for differentiation, we get 
oo r - 1 n-r 
a 
r 
.r:n= "r-.nL^ P ^ l t^-^^^H 
r-1 n-r 
+ (r-l)x [P(x)] [l~F(x)] f(x) 
r-1 n-r-1 
- (n-r) X fF(x)] [l-i\x)l fu)JfU)dx 
= 1 + Jj_ - Jg ...(3.9.5) 
where 
Jl = ^^-l)Qr:n-^ ^ J^ ^^ ^^ "^* [l-?(x)rV(x)dx..(3.9.6) 
( 95 ) 
Jp = (n - r ) C / X [F(x)] [ l- .F(x)/" ' '"" f2(x)dx 
. . . ( 3 . 9 . 7 ) 
Equation (3,9.1) implies that 
/ y f(y) dy = f(x) . . . ( 3 . 9 , 8 ) 
X 
n-r 
Also, writing [ l-P(x)] = [ [ j?<.y)-PU)] + Ll-:Pi.y)lj""^  
and expanding by binomial theorem, we get 
J = (r-l)C / (".] r f xy [Fix)]""" [F(y)-?(x)3^ 
* j=o -^  -« X 
n-r-j 
. [l-F(y)] f(x) f(y)dy dx 
Putt ing r + 3 = s, we get 
n 
Ji = ? a . . . ( 3 . 9 . 9 ) 
s*r r - 1 , s;n 
n- r -1 
Similar ly , using (3 ,9 .1) and expanding [ 1-Fi.x)] by 
binomial theorem, we have 
oo n - r - l n - r -1 " r - 1 
J = {n-r)C £ C ) / / xy[F(x)J . 
r : n ;j=o j - « x 
j n-r-o -1 
[P(y)-P(x)] [ l -P(y)] 
( 96 ) 
P u t t i n g s = j + r + 1 , we ge t 
^2 " ^ ^'r s-n . . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 0 ) 
From ( 5 . 9 . 5 ) , ( 3 . 9 . 9 ) and ( 3 . 9 . 1 0 ) , we have 
"-.-:" "'* L "-l.---" ' ir^l "''-> ...(3.9.U) 
which e s t a b l i s h e s t h e r e s u l t C3.9 .5) , 
^ o o f : For ( 3 . 9 . 4 ) 
We have from ( 3 . 9 . 1 1 ) 
n n 
a , = 1 + I a - L a . . 
^ ' ^ • ^ 0=8 8-1,y.a j = s+ l ^»^-^ 
Taking summation over s = (r-*-l,r"«-2,,, . , n ) i n t h e 
above e x p r e s s i o n , we get the r e s u l t . 
Before , s tudying the theorem g i v e n by iOian and iihan (1983j 
we e s t a b l i s h a lemma. 
Lemma 3 . 9 . 1 , For any a r b i t r a r y con t inuous d i s t r i b u t i o n 
( 97 ) 
n-OH-l n - s ( d , k ) r r^ -m n - s s - i - 1 (;),k) 
I ( - , ) a + Z 2: < )( )a 
s=r+l r , s : n i = l 0=r+l n-m-r s - r - l i , s r n 
n (d) (k) 
= ( ) a a ^ l r < n - 1 , 1 < m < n - r 
m r !n-m i;m ~ " " ~ 
. . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 2 ) 
Proof : ( J o s h i and Ba lak r i shnan 1982) 
Consider t h e i n t e g r a l 
- 1 j k r - 1 n-m-r 
1 = [ B ( r , m , n - . r - m - l ) ] / x y [F<x)] [ l -FCx)] 
R 
m-1 
. p . - F ( y ) ] f ( x ) f ( y ) dy dx 
ni (n-m)l 1 3 rF»l n-m-r 
1 . • / X [F(x ) ] [ l -F (x ) J 
ml (n-m)J ( r - l ) l (n-m-r)l ® 
^ ml I k m-1 
. f (x)dx / — . / y p . -P(y)J f (y )dy 
o (m-l)( o 
n 
Let 
( ) a a , . . . . ( 5 . 9 . 1 5 ) 
m r^n-ffl 
- 1 3 k r - 1 n-m-r 
J = [B{r ,m,n - r -m+l ) ] / x y [p(x) ] p . -F (x ) ] 
^ u<v 
m-1 
. L l -F(y) ] f ( x ) f ( y ) dy dx 
( 98 ) 
- 1 ^ k r - 1 n-m-r 
J = [ B(r,m,n-r,m+l) J / x y [F(x)l [ l - K x ) ] 
'^  u>v 
m-l 
.D.-s^(y)] f U ) f (y) dy dx . . . ( 3 . 9 . U ) 
Then I = J^ ^ + Jg . 
n-^n-r 
Writing (l-u)^"°^~^ as [(l-v)+ (v-u)] and expanding by 
binomial theorem, we have 
-1 n-m-r n-m-r j k. r - 1 
J,= CB(r,m,n-rm+l) ] £ i ) / / x y [SU)] 
1=^ 0 i U<V 
i n - i - r - 1 
. [F (y) -F(x) l [ l -F(y)] f(x)f(y)dy dx 
Putt ing i = s-r-1 
n-m+1 n - s (j»lc) 
J, = 2: C ) a . . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 5 ) 
s=r*-l m-l r , 8 : n 
Simi lar ly , expanding 
[ f ( x ) ] ' " = [FCyh iHTi)- S(y)] f" 
and 
m-l m-l 
[ l -F(y)] = [ [1-F(x)] + [Fvx)-F(y)]] 
( 99 ) 
by binomial theory, we get 
-1 r m-1 r-l m-1 i-1 
J= [B(r,m,n-r-ni+l)] 2 I ( ) ( / ) / / [F(y)] . 
2 *• i=l =0 i-1 * u>v 
r-»-< -i n-r-^ -r 
.[P(x)-P(y)] Cl-F(x)] f(y)f(x)dxdy 
P u t t i n g s = r+^+1 , we have 
r ni-r s - i - 1 n - s C3,k) 
Jp = 2 2 ( ) ( ) a . . . ( 3 . 8 . 1 6 ) 
i = l s=r+l s - r - 1 n-m-r i , s : n 
In view of ( 5 . 9 . 1 4 J , ( 5 .9 .15 ) and C3.9 .16) , ( 3 . 9 . 1 2 ) i s 
e s t a b l i s h e d , 
Theorm 3 . 9 . 2 . (Khan and Khan 1983) 
f (x) = - p p X f ( x ) 
We have 
n ( k - p + l , p - l ) (k-p+1) (k -p ) n ( k - p + l , p - l ) 
La = a + 2 a 
^ r r , s : a pp r ; n s=r r - l , s : n 
. . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 7 ) 
Proof : In view of ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) and ( 3 . 9 . 2 ) , we have 
(Ic) G . „ °° 1^  r,+ i r - l n - r 
a = - -£aS / yrk-V-^l j;p(^)3 [ i . j . ( x ) ] f •(x)dx 
r : n pp 
° . . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 8 ) 
( 100 ) 
I n t e g r a t i n g ( 3 . 9 . 1 7 ) by p a r t s by t r e a t i n g f (x) for i n t e g r a t i o n 
auad t h e r e s t of i n t e g r a t e d fo r d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n , we g e t 
(k) (k-p+1) (k -p) 
a = a + j - J . . . ( 3 . 9 . 1 9 ) 
r : n pp r-.n 
where 
( r - 1 ) « k-p+1 r - 2 n ^ 
J = G / X [F(x)] [ l - P ( x ) ] f^(x)dx 
^ pp ^ ' ^ 0 
( n - r ) r k-p+1 r - 1 n - r - 1 ^ j = G J X [P(x) j I l -P (x )3 f^(x)dx 
^ ^p -^  • " o 
In view of ( 3 . 9 . 2 ) , we have 
PP / y f ( y ) dy = f ( x ) . . . ( 3 . 9 . 2 0 ) 
X 
n - r 
Using ( 3 . 9 . 2 0 ) and expanding [ l - F ( x ) ] = [ [F (y ) -P (x ) ] + 
n - r 
[ l - P ( y ) ] ] by b inomia l theorem, we have 
'^"^ n - r » " k-p+1 p - l r - 2 
J = ( r - 1 ) I. ( ) C / / X y [i«(x)] . 
^ i=o i ^ • " 0 X 
i n - i - r 
. r F ( y ) - F ( x ) ] [ l - F ( y ) ] f ( x ) f ( y ) d y dx 
P u t t i n g s = r + i , we ge t 
( 101 ) 
n ( k - p - H , p - l ) 
J , = £ a . . . ( 3 . 9 . 2 1 ) 
s=r r - l , s : n 
n - r - 1 
S i m i l a r l y , us ing ( 3 . 9 . 2 ) and expanding p . - i ' u ) ] by 
binomial theorem, we have 
n - r - 1 n - r - 1 «» » k-p+1 p - 1 r - 1 
'2 = (n-r)C Z ( . ) - / / X y [F(x)] 
• i = o 0 X 
n - i - r - 1 
. [P(y ) - P ( x ) ] ^ [l-ny)] f ( x ) f (y)dydx 
P u t t i n g s = i + r + 1 , we get 
n (k : -p+l ,p - l ) 
Jp = 2 a . . . C 3 . 9 . 2 2 ; 
"^ s=r+l t,3la 
(k) (k-p+1,p-1) 
Noting t h a t a = a , we have the r e s u l t from 
r : n r , r : n 
( 3 . 9 . 1 9 ) i n view of ( 3 . 9 . 2 1 ) and ( 3 . 9 . 2 2 ) , 
Co ro l l a ry : Under the cond i t i on ( 3 . 9 . 2 ) , we have 
n (k -p+1 ,p-1) k-p+1 (k -p) (k-p+1) (p-1) 
Z a = a + n a a 
s=r r , s : n pp r : n r - l : n - l 1:1 
r - 1 (p-1 ,k-p+1) r - 1 (k -p+1 ,p -1 ) 
+ 2 a - Z a . . . ( 3 . 9 . 2 3 ; 
i = l i , r : n i = l i , r : n 
( 102 ) 
Proof : 
i \ i t t i n g m= L, j = k - p + 1 , k = p - 1 and r= r - l i n ( 3 . 9 . 1 2 ) , 
we get 
n (k-p+1,p-1) r - 1 ( k - p + l , p - i ; (k-p+1) (p-1) 
Z a + £ a = n a a 
s=r r - l , s : n 1=1 i , r : n r - i : n - l i : i 
, . . ( 5 . 9 . 2 4 ) 
M d i n g ( 3 . 9 . 1 7 ) and ( 3 . 9 . 2 0 ) , we have 
n (k -p+1,p-1) r - 1 (k -p+1 ,p-1) 
Z a + L a 
s=r r , s : n ff=l r , s : n 
k-p+1 k-p r - 1 (k -p+1 ,p-1) (k-p+1,p-1) (p-1) 
= a - i ^ a ^ . + n a a + 
pp r : n i = l •^»^*^ r - 3 . : n - l i : l 
r - 1 (k -p+1 ,p-1) 
+ i: a . . . ( 3 . 9 . 2 5 ) 
ff=l r , s : n 
In view of t h e r e l a t i o n 
r - 1 ( j , k ) r - 1 ( k , j ) 
2 a - 2 a 
s=l r , s : n " i = l i , r : n 
we get the r e s u l t ( 3 . 9 . 2 5 ) . 
a l s o 
Thomas (1991) h a s / o b t a i n e d r ecu r rence r e l a t i o n s under t h e 
c o n d i t i o n ( 3 . 9 . 1 ) 
CHAPIER-IV 
SOME_RESUIiDS_OIJ_SIiJG;LE^MOME I^S 
In t h i s c h a p t e r , we have deduced the moments of Order 
S t a t i s t i c s from product moments for v a r i o u s d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
a s d i s c u s s e d in chap t e r 3 . Ihe usua l t echnique i s to use the 
r e l a t i o n 
(k) (o) (k) ( o , k ) 
a = E (X X ) = a 
s :n r=n s=n r , s : n 
F u r t h e r , a u n i f i e d approach g iven by Kamps (1991,1992) i s 
a l s o be ing i n c l u d e d , 
4 . 1 , 1 ]i!(eihull_and_Ex£onent^ial_Distributioij^ 
At 3 = 0 the r e l a t i o n ( 3 , 1 , 2 ) r educes uo 
(k) (k) nP (k) (k) k (k-p) 
a = a =•— [ a - a ]+ a 
s*,n s - l : n n-s+1 s : n - l s - i : n - l p ( n - s + r ) s t n 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n ( 1 , 5 . 1 1 ) a t s = r + 1 , we have 
(k) (k) (k) k (k-p) 
°^ '^ % ^-T l *n - l - ^9 « "^  °^  »1 < r < n 
r ; n ^ r i-.n i i r : n - l np r in 
which i s the recurrence relat ion for single moments given 
( 104 ) 
i n ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) . 
4 . 1 .2 fareto__Dist^ributi on 
At j = 0 the r e l a t i o n ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) , i n view of ( 1 . 5 . 9 ) , y i e l d s 
(k) (k) (k) (k) 
[v(n-s^- l ) -k] a = v [ ( n - s + l ) a +nPp (a - a ) ] 
s'.a s-lln. '^ sln-l s - i : n - l 
Using ( 1 . 5 . 1 1 ) , we g e t 
(k) (k) (k) nv 
a = ( P a - Qp a ) 
r ' .n ^ r ' . n - l "^  r - l t n - l k+nv 
wkiich i s g iven i n ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) . 
4 . 1 .3 ;£2wer__Funct ion__Di s t r i b u t i o n 
At d = 0 ( 3 . 5 ) r educes t o 
(Ic) V (k) (k) Ck) 
a = [(n-s^-1) a + nP ( a - a ) ] 
s : n v(n-s*^l)+k s - i : n '^  s : n - l s - l l n - l 
1 < r < s < n , s - r > 2 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 5 . 1 1 ) , we have 
(k) (k) (k) nv 
s :n ^ r : n - l ^ r - i : n - l k+ nv 
r e p l a c i n g s hy r ,we get ( 2 . 3 . 4 ) , 
C 105 ) 
4.1,4- 2H£E_5i®i£i^!iii22 
Equation (3.6.1) at 3»o reduces to 
k (k) - ^ \ (k) (k) 
[ 1- — ] a - [ a - a ] 
(n-s+I) s:n " (n-s+l) sin-l s-l.'n-l 
(k) k (k-p) 
+ a O'o'n >l<r<s<n-l,s-r>2 
s-i:n (n-s+1) ^*^ ' ' 
This in view of (1,5.11) reduces to 
k (k) (k) (k) k (k-p) 
)a = Q2 a --^ o a •*• a 
mnp s:n '^  s-ltn-I '^ sln-l mnp8 sin 
which is derived in (2.6,6), 
Equation (.5.7.1), reduces for j = 0 to 
(k+1) n (k) (k) U-1) 
a = [a - a ] - <* 
sin nk(P-Q) sin-l s-Hn-l sin 
This was derived by Barnett (1966). Using (1.5.11), 
we get 
( 106 ) 
(k+1) n(n-l) (k) (k-1) 
or =: ( a - a )- a 
sin 7ik(n-s)(P-Q) sla-l s-i:xi-2 si a 
which is essentially (.2.7.4), 
4,1,6 Laglace 5iS£^i^\ili^S 
For 1-P < 0.5 aad Q < 0.5, and Q < P , we have from 
(3.8.1) 
n (o,k) j-tk D. a m n-m 
[2(P-Q)] a = C-1) I ( )(1-2Q) (2P-1) . 
r,s!n m=s m 
(k,3)2 
m-s+-l,m-r+l*ni 
j s-1 n m n-m 





r-1 n m n-m (j , k) 
+ I ( )(1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
m-o m r-£a,s-mjn-m 
l < r < s < n , n > 2 
which at j = o reduces t o 
( i c M 
n (k) k n n m n-m (k)2 
[2(P-Q)] a = ( - 1 ) E ( )(1-2Q) C2P-I) a 
s-1 n m n-m ( k ) l 
+ Z ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
r - 1 n m n-m ( k ) l 
+ Z ( ) (1-2Q) <2iP-l) a 
m=o s-mjn-m 
1< S < n, n > 2 
k n n m n-m (k)2 
= ( -1 ) Z ( )(1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
nF=s m m-ff^-ljn 
s-1 n m n-ffl ( k ) l 
+ Z ( ) (1-2Q) (2P-1) a 
m= o m s-ffl I n-4n 
l < s < n , n > 2 
which i s t h e r e l a t i o n ob ta ined i n ( 2 , 8 . 1 8 ) . 
For o t h e r c o n d i t i o n s on P and Q, the r e s u l t s a re s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d . 
4.2 Recurreace ^ e l a t i on_between_Moment s__of_Order_Statist ic s_ 
f o r a _ £ l a s s of P r o b a b i l i t y - t ^ s t r i b u t i o n 
Kamps (1991) has ob ta ined a r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n fo r a 
c l a s s of p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n s of the form 
( lOo ) 
1 1 p q-p-1 
F - ^ ( t ) = t ( l - t ) a . e . on ( o , l ) 
d 
where J"" i s tlie inverse function of P, tha t i s 
P"^<t) = inf j x ; FU) > t I, t e l o , i ) and d > o, p and q 
are i n t e g e r s . He used the r e l a t i o n for charac te r iza t ion of 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
Theorem ; Let X be a random v a r i a b l e with d i s t r i b u t i o n 
function P e>^ , m > 1 a constant , and F~'^(o+)> o, i f 
k e N. 
Then for a l l r , n e N, 2 < r < n, sat isfying 1 < r+p < n+q 
and 
(k) (k) (k) 
- « < a , a , a < » 
r : n r - l : n r-'-pjn+q 
the i d e n t i t y 
(k) (k) (k-1) 
a - a = k G(r ,n ,p ,q) a . . . ( 4 . 2 , 1 ) 
r : n r - i : n r+p,n+q 
where C( r ,n ,p ,q ) i s given by 
n 
1 <r-l^ G( r ,n ,p ,q ) = a - a = -r-- . . . ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
holds t r u e . 
( 109 ) 
ftroof : Prom ( 1 , 5 . 1 ) , we have 
(k) (k) n 1 - 1 k d r - 1 n-r+1 
a - a = ( ) / ( ? ( t ) ) [ t a - t ) ]dt 
r : n r - i : n r - 1 o dt 
In tegra t ing by p a r t s 
(k) (k) n ^ , k-1 , r - 1 n-r+1 
a - a = ( , ) k / (P"^ ( t ) ) ( F " ^ ) ' ( t ) t ( l - t ) dt 
r ; n r - i : n ^"'^ o 
n k 1 -1 k-1 r+p-1 n+q-p-r 
= ( ) - - / (P ( t ) ) t ( l - t ) dt 
^"•^ d 0 
Using the represen ta t ion of C( r ,n ,p ,q ) and (1.5,1) we get the 
a s s e r t i o n . 
( no ) 
The r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of G ( r , n , p , q ) changes fo r d i f f e r e n t 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s w . r . t , p and q. Examples are g iven i n t h e t a b l e 
below. 
p q F(x) X e D i s t r i b u t i o n d , c ( r , n , p , q ) 
1 
0 0 l - € x p ( - d ( x - c ) (c, '») e x p o n e n t i a l 
n-k+1 
1/q 1 n/ (n-k+q)/ 
o >o l - t d y ( c - x ) ) (c , c ) •' 
dq (n+q)/ (n-k+1)} 
1/q 1 n/ (n-k-»-q)l 
o <o l - ( d q ( c - x ) ) ( c - —t'^) J?areto,Lomax — 
dq (n+q)/ (n-k+1;/ 
1 
- 1 0 e x p ( d ( x - c ) ) ( -~ , c ) 
k-1 
1/q 1 n l ( k + p - l ) l 
>-l p+1 ( d q ( x - c ) ) (c,c+jg-) power " 
(n+p+l)I ( k - l ) l 
1/q 1 n j (k+p- l ) l 
< - l p+1 (dq(x -c ) ) ( -« , c+—) 
dq (nH-p+DJ (k-1) / 
-1 n 
-1 - 1 (1+exp l -d (x -c ) I) (-*», » ) l o g i s t i c • 
( k - l ) ( n - £ + l ) 
( 1 1 1 ) 
4.3 Recurrence Rellation of_Moments_of Qrder_StatiBtics for 
a General Glass of i t o b a b i l i t y ia .s t r ibut ion 
Kamps (1992) has obtained a recurrence r e l a t i o n for a 
general c lass of probabi l i ty d i s t r i b u t i o n s and has thus generalized 
Kamps (1991). 
The_orem : Let / S R, f: > 0 with X'^P ¥ 0 and a function hj^  
on (0,1) with 
d 1 P q-p-1 
h,Ct) = t (1 - t ) a . e . on ( o , l ) . . . ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) 
dt ^ d 
and constants d > o , p , q e z be given, such that the expression 
1/p 
(p hj^(t)) i s defined i f fs > o. 
Furthermore, le t F be given by 
rexp [ h ^ ( t ) ] , p = o 
F ' ^ ( t ) = 1 i /p t e (0 ,1) . . . ( 4 . 3 . 2 ) 
(phj_(t)) , p > o 
(r+p) (r-^p) X 
and l e t the moments a » a , a of order 
Tin r - l , n r+l,n+q 
s t a t i s t i c s exis t for some in tege r s r , n with 2 i r < n and 
1 < r+p < n + q. 
Then the recurrence r e l a t i o n 
( 112 ) 
a - a = (r+fj) Cj^  a . . . ( 4 . 5 . 3 ) 
r , n r - i : n r+p,n+q 
where , 
^ d ntq 
(r+p) ( ) 
r+p 
. . . ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) 
h o l d s t r u e wi th t h e remark t h a t i f the e x p e c t a t i o n of the 
o r d e r s s t a t i s t i c s Y „ and Y_ , „ e x i s t based on the 
r»n r—jL»n 
d i s t r i b u t i o n func t ion G given by &~ ( t ) = h j^( t ) , t e ( o , l ) , 
the cons tan t c , t u r n s out to be ^i ~ ^ ^-^ n. " ^ "^r - i 'n • 
±;roof : itom ( 4 . 3 . 2 ) , f o r |b > o 
- 1 p-1 - 1 > 1 P q -p -1 
[ F ( t ) ] (F ) ( t ) = t ( 1 - t ) . . . ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) 
d 
(r,p) (r+p) n 1 -1 r+p 
a - a = ( ) / [ F ( t ) ] 
r ; n r - i : n r - 1 o 
d r - 1 n- r+1 
[ t ( i - t ) ] d t 
d t 
I n t e g r a t i n g by p a r t s and us ing ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) 
(r+i=) (r+p) a 1 - 1 r+^-1 -i i 
a - a = ( ) (r+i^) / l^' U ) ] (F ) ( t ) 
r : n r - i : n r - 1 o 
r - 1 n- r+1 
. t ( 1 - t ) dt 
n 1 - 1 r 1 r+p+1 n-^q-r-p 
= ( ) ( r+p) / [F ( t ) ] - t ( 1 - t ) dt 
r - 1 o d 
{ 113 ) 
n 
r 1 ( r - i ) 
= (r+p) c, a w i th c, = 
d( r+p) ( ^ p ) 
Choosing V = o, p = 1 the a s s e r t i o n f o l l o w s . 
Examples ; 
i ) p = 0, q = O h , ( t ) = - - - - - -
1 1 
p = o, c e R h, ( t ) = - log -• + c 
^ ^ d ( 1 - t ) 
^"•^(t) = exp [ l o g ( l - t ) ~ ^ / ^ + c 3 
F(x) = l-e°*^ x - ^ , x(e°,<») 
i . e . Pare to d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
- 1 . n^/l= 
p=lV^p>0A c > 0) F ' • ( t )= [-(D/^ l o g ( l - t ; + | 3 c ] 
F U ) = l~exp [ d ( l / . x P - e ) ] , 
X e (Cpo) , oo) 
i . e . Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n , e :specia l ly Rayleigh 
exponen t i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
1 
dq i i ) p = 0, q ?^  o hj^(t) = - 5 - ( l - t ) ^ + o . 
1 1 2 
= o , c e R F ( t ) = exp [ ( 1 - t ) +c 1 
' ^ 1/q 
F(x)= l - [ dq ( c - log x ) ] , 
X G ( e ^ - ^ / ^ S e ^ ) , q > 0 
X e ( e ^ - ^ / ' ^ S <» ) , q < 0 
(. 114 ) 
j5 = lV(p > OA c > 5-) ^ ' ' ^ { t ) - [ - ^ /dg ( l - t ) ^+pc j^ /^ 
X e (Cp(c- 2 [ - ) ^ / ^ ( f i c ) ^ / h , q > o 
1 1/p ^ 
X e ( ( p ( c - J - ) ,~) ,q<o 
i . e . power function d i s t r i b u t i o n s (p > 0, q=l, c= l/jj)* 
q < 0 ; Burr JCII d i s t r i b u t i o n s , Pareto, lomax d i s t r i -
butions (p=l) Log-logis t ic d i s t r i b u t i o n s ( f3>o, p=o, 
q= - 1 , d = f:, c = - 1/^) 
1 
i i i ) P T' - 1 , q = P+1 h i U ) = t^ + 0 
dq 
p = o, c e R ^'^{-t) = exp ( 3 - t^+c) 
F(x) = [ dqUog x - c ) ] ^ / ^ 
f x e (e° ,e '= ' " ^ / ^^ ) , q > o 
(x e (0, e^^^/^^) , q < 0 
p = 1V(^ > CAC > o),q > 0 F~^(0 = [^ ( j - t V ) ] ^ / ^ 
P(x) =[dq( i x P - c ) ] , 
1/fi 1 1/P 
xe (C^C)^/^(PCC+ g ^ ) ) ) 
i . e . power function d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
f5=l,ceR,q < o F"^(t)= g- t^ +c 
P(x)= [ dq(x-c) ]^ /^ 
1 
X e ( - « , 0 + — ) 
dq 
(. 115 ) 
i v ) p = - 1 , q = o \i^) = 2 log t + c 
p = o, c e R P " ^ ( t ) = t ^ / ^ e° 
F(x) = x^ e"°^ , X e (0,6*=) 
i . e . power function d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
f3=l,ceR P~^(t) = J log t + c 
F(x)= exp [d(x-c)J,x e (-«>,c) 
v) p = - 1 , q = 1 tij^(t) = J log + 0 
1 1 * 
§ = 0, c e R P ( t ) = exp [ i log + c j 
°- 1-t 
FU) = (l+e°^ x'-"-)"•'',X e ^o,«) 
i . e . transformed Burr I I I d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
- I 1 * 
p = 1, c e R F ( t ) = J log i^r^ + c 
-1 
P(x)= (l+exp(-d(x~c)) ,xe (-^,<») 
i . e . l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
Gajek and Gather (1991) have a l so obtained some inequa l i t i e s 
i n term of absolute moments of order s t a t i s t i c s and have shown 
t h a t equal i ty holds for uniform and Pareto with adjustment of 
parameters. 
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